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Abstract
In this study I examine the scholarship of the last few decades which has revisited the
Genesis creation narratives for their potential to yield an exegesis that does not relegate
women, queer people, or transgender people to a secondary status in the text. I go
systematically through the first three chapters of Genesis, synthesizing various
hermeneutical approaches by Hebrew Bible scholars, activists, archaeologists,
journalists, and theologians to evaluate the validity of their claims of equality and
inclusion in light of their preservation of the sex and gender binaries, which cannot
easily, if at all, be separated from heterosexist cissexist patriarchy. To address the sex
and gender binary created in the first narrative, I focus on readings of Genesis 1:27 as
the creation of a sexually dimorphic species that includes a wide range of sexuated
manifestations. The male primogeniture and potential for gender roles of Genesis 2 are
addressed by emphasizing the creation of gender primarily for the purpose of
distinguishing self from other. In Genesis 3, the curses can be read as the unfortunate
hierarchical consequence of the introduction of power and the ability to exploit that
comes from knowledge of good and evil, a product of human failing rather than a divine
preference for gender inequality. I conclude that a trans- woman- and queer-inclusive
exegesis is possible through combining elements of various scholars’ interpretations.

Introduction
In the beginning, there was binary. The very first chapter in the Bible sets the standard for
the practice of dividing and categorizing, creating order out of chaos. Genesis 1 describes the
deity’s systematic creation and separation of the formless void into recognizable features of life
on earth: the sun and the moon, the sea and the sky, day and night. As the narrative has been read
over the millennia, a polarized framework of understanding the world’s features has developed
which places a given phenomenon’s relationship to its opposite at the center of its definition.
Night is read as the opposite of day, light as the opposite of dark, and female as the opposite of
male. But does the text itself promote such oppositional binaries?
In his infamously inflammatory article posted December 2015 in the Jewish Journal
online, Dennis Prager condemns the recent trend in many Jewish communities of making efforts
to be intentionally inclusive to transgender members of the congregation. His main argument can
be boiled down in this statement: “For the Torah, the distinction between men and women is
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fundamental to creating civilization. When the human being is created, the Torah emphasizes:
‘Male and female He created them.’”1 Believing he has found sufficient evidence to make his
claim that being transgender is a violation of halachah (Jewish law), the conservative radio talk
show host focuses the remainder of his article on bathroom panic2 and condemning race-based
Affirmative Action.
What this man who claims to use “the Torah as [his] guide” fails to recognize is the sheer
ignorance of taking words from the Torah at face value, without context, and applying ancient
words and concepts unproblematically to modern notions of “male” and “female.” What
constitutes masculinity/femininity (or the standards by which male/female-identified people
strive for) and even the definition of “male” and “female” has varied not only through history but
also culture, class, race, generation, and even periods within an individual’s own life.3 Many are
quick to point out that despite varying standards and values imposed throughout history, culture,
etc., the genders “male” and “female” are constructed in correspondence to physical, anatomical
characteristics, or the sexes “male” and “female.” These sexes are typically determined by five
factors being in alignment: conformity of genitalia to two fixed shapes, location of gonads
(internal or external), possession of XX or XY chromosomes, the presence/absence of certain
secondary sex characteristics, and the ratio of specific hormones. It would certainly be
convenient for doctors if every human body fell easily and consistently into either one category
or the other for all of those characteristics combined, however that is simply not the reality. In

Dennis Prager, “The Torah and the Transgendered,” Jewish Journal, December 2, 2015.
“Bathroom panic” refers to a tactic used against the normalization of transgender existence by inciting ill-founded
fears of “men dressed as women” coming into women’s bathrooms and endangering women and children.
3
Marcia C. Inhorn, The New Arab Man: Emergent Masculinities, Technologies, and Islam in the Middle East
(Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2012), 46.
1
2
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fact, modern estimates place the likelihood of someone’s body differing from standard “male” or
“female” categories at 1.728%, or almost one in fifty people.4
Thus, if it can be concluded that “male” and “female” are imprecise, variable terms in
today’s world, how can they be understood in a text written 3,000 years ago? In recent years,
many theologians and religious scholars have begun using queer, transgender, and feminist
theory to return to the beginning, so to speak, to examine the implications for gender roles,
relations, and inequalities that the Biblical narratives about the first humans present. The story of
humanity’s creation in particular provides a strong case for modern exegesis over other Biblical
narratives, as the story is often viewed not just as a recollection of the first humans’ experiences
but also as a mold into which all humans must fit, as divinely-constructed beings. Archaeologist
and Hebrew Bible scholar Carol Meyers distinguishes these two approaches as prototypical, or
an etiology purporting to explain how things came to be, versus archetypical, which endeavors to
reveal some timeless essential truth about human nature, and can in turn have serious influence
on the construction of ideals well beyond the time period of the story. 5 One may recall in
particular the slogan of those opposing marriage equality in the years before it was instituted in
the US, “It’s Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve,” as a particularly revealing example of
embedded prescriptivist assumptions about the creation narrative. The slogan assumes that since
Adam and Eve, as the first humans, were a heterosexual couple, the only permissible type of
couple is a heterosexual one. The creation narrative’s interpretation is additionally complicated
by the divine component of the story, as those who give merit to the text as scripture must
grapple with the fact that it is God who ostensibly creates humanity along a gender binary and

Melanie Blackless, “How Sexually Dimorphic Are We? Review and Synthesis,” American Journal of Human
Biology 12, no. 2 (2000): 159.
5
Carol Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context (Oxford University Press, 1991), 80.
4
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later curses the first couple with gender inequality. The stakes of interpretation, ultimately, are
incredibly high: one’s hermeneutical conclusions have the power to imply God’s condemnation
or endorsement of gender equality as well as the way humanity fundamentally is and/or ought to
be.
The motivations for this renewed attention are as varied as the interpretations that come
out of it. Some look for evidence to support their political claims, others look to find hidden
spiritual truths that promote more egalitarian conclusions, and still others look for personal
validation of their own identities as women and transfolk. There is similarly great variety in
approach. Some of the first feminist hermeneutical scholars of Genesis—Phyllis Trible, Carol
Meyers, and Mieke Bal—use literary analysis which views the text as “an interlocking structure
of words and motifs” and “organic unity.”6 Trible employs rhetorical criticism, using what
Hebrew Bible scholar Ogden Bellis calls a “redemptive strategy” for feminist hermeneutics,
which “seeks to redeem scripture from patriarchal confines,” while Bal approaches the text
through narratology and speech act theory. Meyers also attempts to situate the content within the
context of Ancient Israelite society, providing insight into Israelite gender roles and the agrarian
family structure.7 Elliot Wolfson and Daniel Boyarin analyze the text through the framework of
later interpretations, namely the Zohar and a contrast between Philo of Alexandria/early
Christianity and early Rabbinical traditions, respectively.8 Rachel Adler and Joy Ladin frame the

Phyllis Trible, “Clues in a Text,” in God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1978), 8, 9;
Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context; Mieke Bal, Lethal Love: Feminist Literary Readings
of Biblical Love Stories (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1987).
7
Alice Ogden Bellis, Helpmates, Harlots, and Heroes: Women’s Stories in the Hebrew Bible (Louisville, KY:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994), 18.
8
Elliot R. Wolfson, “Bifurcating the Androgyne and Engendering Sin: A Zoharic Reading of Gen 1-3,” in Hidden
Truths From Eden: Esoteric Readings of Genesis 1-3, ed. Caroline Vander Stichele and Susanne Scholz (Atlanta:
SBL Press, 2014); Daniel Boyarin, “Gender,” in Critical Terms for Religious Studies, ed. Mark C. Taylor (Chicago,
London: University of Chicago Press, 1998).
6
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story as the creation of not only the natural world, but also the oppressive structures identified in
feminist theory as gender hierarchy, heterosexism, and the construction of gender along a binary.
They join many others in a study of the text that identifies alternatives to a divine ordination of
the oppressive structures, concluding in a much more optimistic light.
One factor that ultimately each of the interpreters must contend with is the duality of the
narrative itself, as Genesis 1:1-2:3 clearly conveys a contradicting order and method of creation
than that which follows in Genesis 2:4-3:24. The first story recounts the creation of the world in
six days, culminating in the creation of humanity as “male and female” on the sixth day, while
the second starts with the creation of the figure adam, for whom God wishes to find a
counterpart, ultimately pulling a rib from the sleeping adam to create a woman, isha, who is later
named Chava, or Eve. Presuming that the narratives are pieces of the canonized whole that is
Torah, within which its role as scripture implies that both must be “true,” how does one account
for contradiction? Jewish thinkers have puzzled over this dilemma since the text’s inception,
from the Mishnah (Genesis Rabbah 8:1, Talmud Bavli B’rakhot 61a, Eruvin 18a) to Kabbalists
in the early modern period, to Jewish feminists and religious scholars today. Some choose to
write off one narrative as “wrong” or “sexist,” perhaps even suggesting different author sources
as outlined in the documentary hypothesis, while others shrug and take the two narratives as
evidence for the many contradictions that seem to be a part of life. 9 There are additionally a
number of creative interpretations that account for both stories as being part of a cohesive whole.

9

Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Narrative (New York: Basic Books, 1981), 142–43. Rachel Adler, Engendering
Judaism: An Inclusive Theology and Ethics (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1998), 114 (?). Namely, that
the first narrative was written by the P source and the second by the J source. Joy Ladin, “Torah In Transition”
(Transtorah.org, 2014), 8.
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These present Genesis 1-3 most frequently as a singular linear narrative, though occasionally a
scholar will suggest one narrative is a midrashic explanation of the other.10
This binary of stories at odds with each other is arguably symbolic of the daunting task
facing a feminist exegesis. Just as there is tension in acknowledging difference between two
narratives that are both supposed to be true as given by God, approaching the notion of
difference between men and women within an approach that maintains inherent equality between
the two yields many logistical and theoretical concerns. In both cases, acknowledging the
difference leads to differing valuations of the two: to acknowledge narratives as different
prompts a question of which one is “right,” while asserting essential difference between men and
women justifies the application of different roles. Some scholars do contend that there can be
equality despite fundamental difference in the form of sexual dimorphism and distinct gender
roles and identities, though other feminist scholars find this conclusion impossible.11 Boyarin
highlights the inevitable inequality that stems from linking specific unchangeable (or at least,
difficult to change) bodily features to definitions of categories that manifest hierarchically, as
such an approach will ultimately trap its members within bodily roles.12 Some seek to avoid this
issue of difference through emphasizing the “oneness” of the first human, though again other
scholars are quick to jump on the overwhelmingly male-normative ways in which a single being
which is both male and female is often portrayed, as the male is considered the unmarked
standard of humanity and the female is marked as the Other which serves to provide balance. 13

Wolfson, “Bifurcating the Androgyne,” 96.
Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context; Bal, Lethal Love; Emmanuel Levinas, “And God
Created Woman,” in Nine Talmudic Readings, trans. Annette Aronowicz (Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press, 1990).
12
Boyarin, “Gender,” 132.
13
Boyarin, “Gender”; Wolfson, “Bifurcating the Androgyne”; Judith Plaskow, “Dismantling the Gender Binary
within Judaism: The Challenge of Transgender to Compulsory Heterosexuality,” in Balancing on the Mechitza, ed.
Noach Dzmura (Berkeley, Calif.: North Atlantic Books, 2010).
10
11
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Alternatively, drawing on her own experience as a trans woman who has often felt distanced
from the ready-made categories of “man” and “woman,” Yeshiva University professor and
transgender theologian Joy Ladin proposes another view of gender beyond the binary which
emphasizes a more open-ended distinction of “self” versus “other.”14 She would argue that it is
not any specific differences, but rather difference itself, that defines the relationship between the
first humans and thus the construction of gender.
In the upcoming sections I will go step by step through the first three chapters of Genesis,
highlighting the scholars’ focal points and putting their interpretations in conversation with one
another and also with activists and theologians who have focused on the topic, as the ideas
presented have been developed through dialogue between these different groups. My point of
departure from the existing texts is an inherent suspicion of socially constructed binary, as a
factor that frames many hermeneutical approaches. I do, however, maintain that a plurality of
voices and perspectives is critical for developing a more complete understanding of the
challenges to and support for an inclusive reading of the text.
It was Trible’s 1978 book “God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality” that first situated feminist
approaches to the Hebrew Bible in discourse around the creation narratives, which directly
prompted the approaches employed by Mieke Bal in 1987, Carol Meyers in 1991, and Rachel
Adler in 1998 to the same text.15 As feminist approaches to Jewish Studies have expanded,
authors such as David Biale use Trible’s work in discussions of other feminist topics, including
sexuality. Amongst the increase in use of the text for liberatory hermeneutics, the topic also sees
a number of critics to the possibility of gender equality in the text. Emmanuel Levinas uses the

Joy Ladin, “The Genesis of Gender: Trans Theology and the Definition of Humanity” (Unpublished, 2018), 28.
Trible, “Clues in a Text”; Bal, Lethal Love; Meyers, Discovering Eve: Ancient Israelite Women in Context; Adler,
Engendering Judaism: An Inclusive Theology and Ethics.
14
15
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Talmud’s clarification to emphasize the text’s relegation of the sexual and thus the feminine to a
secondary category, an Other by which the self (man) can differentiate selfhood.16 Daniel
Boyarin echoes Levinas’ conclusion eight years later that when reading the text through the
interpretations of the Talmudic rabbis, women are trapped within restrictive bodily roles.17
Wolfson concludes similarly in his analysis of the Zohar’s interpretation of the text.
After the turn of the millennia we see a shift in the focus of the creation story’s
interpreters, as queer and trans activism prompt similar rounds of renewed attention on the verse.
More recent writers tend to focus less on line-by-line hermeneutics but rather employ what Bellis
calls an “essentialist approach” in which “texts that are timeless… take priority over texts that
speak to a particular historical situation.”18 This approach, as Prager points out, tends to
prioritize more liberal values such as compassion over complex discussions of halachah, and as
such tends to focus on the positive themes that resonate within the text and ignore the more
limiting elements of the text.19 This is done most notably by Ladin, though the topic also has
expanded out of academia and continues with activists and theologians in public forums who
wish to make a case for transgender inclusiveness within Judaism. In light of the recent attention
by theologians and activists, as well as the rich history of feminist hermeneutics of the creation
narratives, I will use the framework of modern gender theory to problematize previous discourse.
I will in turn evaluate each argument’s potential for the full inclusion of women and
LGBTQIAP*20 people within the Genesis narratives’ text.

Levinas, “And God Created Woman.”
Boyarin, “Gender,” 132.
18
Ogden Bellis, Helpmates, Harlots, and Heroes, 17.
19
Prager, “The Torah and the Transgendered.”
20
That is, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (which includes those beyond the gender binary), Queer (a catch-all
for other identities not mentioned), Intersex, Asexual, Pansexual, * because there are always more identities not
mentioned and thus the phrase is inherently problematic. It is, for now, the best known phrase to describe the
16
17
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Genesis 1
Gen. 1:26 And God said, Let us make [humanity] in
our image, after our likeness: and let them have
dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of
the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creeps upon the earth.
27 So God created humanity in God's own image, in
the image of God God created [hir]; male and female
God created them.21

; נַ ֲעשֶה ָאדָ ם ְּב ַצ ְּלמֵנּו כִדְּ מּותֵ נּו,כו וַי ֹּאמֶר אֱֹלהִים
- ּו ַב ְּב ֵהמָה ּו ְּבכָל,ש ַמי ִם
ָ ְּוי ְִּרּדּו בִדְּ גַת ַהי ָם ּובְּעֹוף ַה
.ָָארץ
ֶ ה- הָרֹּמֵש עַל,ה ֶָרמֶש- ּו ְּבכָל,ָָארץ
ֶ ה
 ְּב ֶצלֶם,הָָאדָ ם ְּב ַצלְּמֹו-כז ַויִב ְָּרא אֱֹלהִים אֶת
22
. ב ָָרא א ֹּתָ ם, זָכָר ּונְּ ֵקבָה:אֱֹלהִים ב ָָרא א ֹּתֹו

In Chapter 1 of Genesis, there are two verses that most thinkers focus on in terms of the
genesis of gender: 26 and 27. In 1:26 God decides to make adam in Hir23 image, using a singular
noun for Hir human creation. This singular usage is repeated in the first half of 1:27, before
turning plural in the second half with the introduction of the phrase zachar u’nekeva, or “male
and female.” This has led to a variety of interpretations as to whether the verses describe one
being that is both “male and female” or two beings, one of each, or even still a metaphorical
meaning of a sexually diverse humankind. I will outline each of these varieties of interpretation
respectively, evaluating each for their potential to be inclusive to all sex/gender identities.
Adam as a Single Being
A being lacking sex/gender

The main source of diversity among interpretations of adam as a single creature is the
role that sex, gender, and sexuality24 play in this first instance of humanity. One of the oldest

community that tends to include people of the above identities. In the future I will refer to this group as “Queer,”
while respectfully acknowledging that this is a reclaimed slur that not everyone may feel comfortable with.
21
Translation by Ladin, “The Genesis of Gender: Trans Theology and the Definition of Humanity,” 7.
22
Mechon-Mamre: Bible and Mishneh Torah for All (Jerusalem, Israel: Mechon Mamre, 1998). All Hebrew and
translations of the Hebrew are from Mechon Mamre unless otherwise specified. I regularly edit the translations to
avoid writing gender into places where scholars disagree about its presence.
23
Ze, hir, hir’s and hirself are all gender-neutral pronouns that I will be employing to refer to beings whose gender is
unclear or irrelevant (mostly adam and God). I will be avoiding using the singular pronoun “they” for the purposes
of clarity, as it is a point of great contention amongst my sources whether the adam was one or two individuals; thus,
the reader can determine that my use of the word “they” in this particular context will imply plurality.
24
To define my terms: My use of the word sex refers to the assignment of a label under a binary of anatomical
characteristics centered on reproductive capacity. Gender should be understood as the characteristics of personality
traits and behavior assigned to individuals who have been categorized into one of two sexes. Sexuality is defined as
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recorded commentaries on the subject reads the first being as lacking any kind of sex. Boyarin’s
analysis of Philo of Alexandria’s writing reveals the first human as an entirely spiritual being. 25
Devoid of gender or sex, Philo connects this creature exclusively to the “image of God” (a
recurring theme which I will discuss more deeply on page 23). He distinguishes the adam created
in 1:27 from the adam created in the second Genesis narrative, who although also created as a
single being is different from this first, spiritual adam. As Philo writes, “For there are two races
of men, the one made after the (Divine) Image, and the one molded out of the earth… With the
second man a helper is associated.”26 It is clear that the first, spiritual adam is preferred in
Philo’s writings, as Boyarin explains, “for many Hellenistic Jews, the oneness of pure spirit is
ontologically privileged in the constitution of humanity. Putting this into more secular terms…
the essence of the human subject precedes its accidental division into sexes. The ‘true self’…
exists before being assigned a gender.”27 As such, for one to be pious in the “image of God,” one
must forgo ties to gender, sex, and sexuality.
This might seem initially uplifting as one attempts to separate the social constructions of
sex and gender from an “essential” human existence, however, its traditional application has
been deeply problematic. For many philosophers from Philo’s time to the modern day, “gender”
has been synonymous with “female,”28 while men have been considered the unmarked standard
from which women deviate. Boyarin labels this phenomenon a “masculine neutrality,” whereby a
return to a more pious state requires men to forgo only sexuality, yet women must forgo that

the relation of an individual to the erotic and sexual desire, often involving another person, and often constructed
along assumptions of another’s (binary) sex.
25
Boyarin, “Gender,” 120.
26
Philo, “Legum Allegoria,” in Loeb Classics Philo, trans. F. H. Colson, vol. 1 (London: Heinemann, 1929), 107.
27
Boyarin, “Gender,” 120.
28
Joan W. Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,” The American Historical Review 91, no. 5
(1986): 1056.
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which marks them as women, in sex (body), gender (role), and sexuality. This is due in part to
traditional definitions of woman which are so often linked inextricably to the body, the object of
sexual activity, and roles of childbearing and motherhood, whereas to be male is much less
linked to a role in reproduction besides being the sexual subject. In this sense, sexuality is seen
as a part of men’s behavior, and thus they can choose not to do it, whereas for women it is part
of their definition as the object to which the subject does sexual action, and thus much harder to
escape without escaping the label of woman itself. For this reason, women tend to be tied
exclusively to the realm of the body whereas men are able to dwell in the realms of both the
body and the spiritual, intellectual, and metaphysical realms. In conclusion, Boyarin writes,
“transcendence, liberation of the female, seems always to be predicated on a denigration of the
body and the achievement of a male-modeled androgyny, a masculine neutral…. The opposition
between ‘genuine, spiritual’ and ‘false, physical’ seems to me, however, no comfort but simply a
reinstatement of masculinism by other means.”29 This oppositional dichotomy of mind and body,
especially insofar as mind is the superior entity that aims to conquer body, is reinforced by
Western rationalism and serves to further undermine the symbolic feminine30 as well as female
bodies.
According to Jewish mysticism scholar Elliot Wolfson’s essay “Bifurcating the
Androgyne and Engendering Sin: A Zoharic Reading of Genesis 1-3,” the Zohar argues that the
first human was a “male androgyne,” which ultimately split as the female was extracted from the
male and created as an independent being.31 Wolfson clarifies that this being, though dubbed

Boyarin, “Gender,” 132.
The symbolic feminine refers to the collection of culturally and historically specific connotations that accompany
references to “woman,” as opposed to the physical components of a female sexed body. This definition can include
anything from behavior to preferences to emotions to capabilities, as well as the notion of femininity itself, and
varies depending upon the context.
31
Wolfson, “Bifurcating the Androgyne,” 102.
29
30
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“complete” in its male-and-femaleness, was not equal in the valuation of male and female. In
fact, although Kabbalists emphasize that the androgynous adam was “equal in power” and “one
in actuality,”
This does not necessarily measure up to the criterion of egalitarianism amenable to our
contemporary sensibility; the equality and oneness may denote a unifying gender without
sexual differentiation. Alternatively expressed, the androgynous nature of Adam—human
and divine—is one in which there is neither male nor female as discrete constellations but
only the male that comprises male and female. The equality of power and oneness of
actuality defuse a sense of gender difference.32
These androgynous qualities seem to indicate a dually-gendered being who precedes sexual
differentiation along a binary. Because constructions of gender are frequently formed based on
presumed sex and sexuality, I am curious what the kabbalists had in mind when they imagined
an unsexed creature who has both “male and female” qualities. What is this essential “maleness”
that exists without a body to situate it in, and be constructed off of? Joan Scott’s famous article,
“Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,” maintains that despite the changing
definitions of gender throughout history and culture, the constant between the symbolic
categories of male and female is a dynamic of power.33 This assertion is clearly in agreement
with the Zohar’s construction of male and female as unequally valued even within a single being.
Nonetheless, the transcendent nature of gender beyond the confines of the physical body
within the kabbalistic tradition has been a focal point for modern discussions on transgender
identities and the Jewish tradition. In an article responding to Prager’s publication in the Jewish
Journal, Rabbi David Seidenberg makes a well-intended reference to 16th century kabbalist
Yitzchak Luria (the Ari), when he states that “a male soul can be born into a female body,”
though leaving out the second half of the sentence which is “…because of a sin, such as

32
33

Ibid., 104.
Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis.”
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homosexuality or something similar. This woman who has received the soul of a man will not be
able to conceive and become pregnant.”34To Seidenberg’s point, however, does the fact that this
“male soul” is being born into a “female body”35 approximate modern understandings of a
transgender experience? If, additionally, it is God who is assigning the soul to this body, even if
it is an act of punishment, it would seem to imply some degree of divine recognition and perhaps
even endorsement of transgender identities. I hesitate to suggest this is what the kabbalists had in
mind when they wrote of male and female “souls” outside of bodily characteristics, yet it is still
thought-provoking that such variations to the conceptualization of gender exist deep within
Jewish traditions. It is perhaps even reassuring for those who take radically different approaches
to the issue of gender within Judaism, as rabbis have been “radical” towards gender throughout
Jewish history.
In contrast to an unsexed creature, Jewish history scholar David Biale describes a single
adam which does have sex differentiation, first introduced in Genesis Rabbah. Biale explains,
“The rabbinic androgyne had both sexes at once rather none at all: human beings were created
with full sexual potential.”36 Boyarin joins Biale in a discussion of this rabbinical dually-sexed
androgyne, referencing its similarity to a Greek conceptualization of the first being as an
androgynous pair of conjoined twins. However, the rabbis of the rabbinic period differ from the
Greeks and Hellenized Jews such as Philo, as they argue that rather than presenting a “utopia of
the neutral sex,” that “falls” into the imperfections of sexual difference, “In the rabbinical
culture, the human race was thus marked from the very beginning by corporeality, difference,
David Seidenberg, “Dennis Prager Has a Point; Halakhah in Transition: A Response to Dennis Prager’s Response
on Transgender Jews,” Jewish Journal, December 10, 2015; R. Yitzchak Luria, Hayyim ben Joseph Vital, and
Samuel ben Hayyim Vital, “Chapter Nine: Cross-Gender Soul Migration,” in Sha’ar Hagilgulim, trans. Yitzchak bar
Chaim (Malibu, CA: Thirty Seven Books Pub., 2003).
35
Although if this “female body” is barren, as the text suggests, it may be an indication that ze is intersex?
36
David Biale, Eros and the Jews: From Biblical Israel to Contemporary America (New York, N.Y., United States:
BasicBooks, 1992), 41.
34
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and heterogeneity… sexuality belonged to the original (and not fallen) state of humanity.”37 This
initial being’s ultimate division into two beings sexed male and female is thus interpreted as a
statement on a divine sanctioning of sexuality.
This “sex-positive” attitude towards the creation of humanity is echoed throughout a
number of feminist writings as well, but is not without its problems.38 First, reading sexuality
from dimorphically sexed bodies implies that dimorphic sex characteristics exist for the purpose
of heterosexual behavior. As radical feminist theorist Catharine MacKinnon argues,
heterosexuality is not just a site of contact between men and women, but as beings differentiated
in her eyes by the presence/absence of power, “heterosexual intercourse is the paradigm of male
domination.”39 She maintains that “the social relation between the sexes is organized so that men
may dominate and women must submit and this relation is sexual — in fact, is sex.”40 To root
heterosexuality as inherent to humanity dooms women to an inferior sexual status, and ignores
the ways those same characteristics can be used in non-heterosexual couplings or even in nonsexual contexts.
Adam as Two Beings
Shortly after the deity decides to create an adam in Hir image, Genesis 1:27 presents us
with our second gendered phrase in the Hebrew Bible: zachar u’nekeva ()זכר ונקבה, most often
translated as “male and female.” It is with this phrase that the binary is created. As demonstrated
by Prager’s writing, it has been used to exclude and de-legitimize identities, as well as in other
Jean-Joseph Goux, “Luce Irigaray versus the Utopia of the Neutral Sex,” in Engaging with Irigaray: Feminist
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arguments as evidence for inclusion and equal access to religious spaces. Some individuals have
been empowered by the phrase in their identity as women, others have felt excluded by it as
individuals identifying outside of the gender binary. To start off, I will discuss the etymological
implications of the phrase.
Rachel Adler, a feminist theologian and rabbinics scholar, interprets the creation of adam
as zachar u’nekevah to mean a “sexually diverse humankind.”41 She simplifies the Hebrew
meanings of the words to that of the “doer” versus the “done to.” Zachar she translates as
“creature with the male member,” referring to both the penis as well as the pun that works in
both Hebrew and English of the word “remember.”42 The root of the word zachar is the letters
zayin-chaf-resh (ר-כ-)ז, which is the same root as the word meaning “to remember.” She
connects the two with wordplay, arguing that “the only memory in patriarchies is male memory
because the only members are male members… they are the recipients and transmitters of
tradition, law, ritual, and story, the authorized interpreters of experience.”43 The connection may
seem far-fetched, but her inclusion of memory and historical power in a discussion of the phallus
echoes Irigaray’s discussion of the “phallocentric order,” or the “discursive and cultural order
that privileges the masculine, represented by the phallus.”44 Within Adler’s argument, the very
category of male is inextricably linked to that particular anatomical feature and the system of
power built up around it.
Nekeva, in contrast, she translates as “the pierced one,” or the one whose boundaries are
penetrated, and as such she considers nekeva to be the antithesis of zachar.45 Not only is there an
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inequality in the penetration of boundaries, as “she and only she is permeable,” but by this
translation nekeva, and thus, “woman,” is defined not by what one has, is, or does, but what is
done to hir.46 If maleness is defined through power and memory as rooted in the phallus,
femaleness is the object which is acted upon through the instance of sexual intercourse: its very
existence is defined in relation to the phallus.
Judith Plaskow discusses possible implications of these translations in her chapter
“Dismantling the Gender Binary within Judaism: The Challenge of Transgender to Compulsory
Heterosexuality,” in the book Balancing on the Mechitza. She defines nekeva similarly as “one
with an orifice” which is not as necessarily dependent upon the action of another (penetration)
for its definition as Adler’s.47 Even still, she argues that this translation is evidence that
penetrative intercourse is central to Judaism’s construction of sex/gender difference. In short, a
literal translation of the Hebrew of zachar u’nekeva would seem to suggest 1) differentiation
based on physical sex along a binary, and 2) heterosexual behavior between the two sexes.
Adler’s writing would seem to agree with these two implications, as she argues that it is
sexual intimacy that is created in Genesis 1:27. She sees sexuality as marking humans “as both
boundaried and boundary-transcending. It is at once personal and transpersonal, private and
public. Within ourselves, all by ourselves, is the capacity for eroticism.”48 She argues that
establishing humans as divided by boundaries is not problematic, but merely a matter of
distinguishing self against an Other, a theme that features prominently in Ladin’s work as well.
In Adler’s view, just as sexual dimorphism creates boundaries between individuals, sexuality
breaks down these boundaries. As she contends, “Overriding the physical and emotional
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boundaries that keep human beings distinct from one another, [sexuality] urges us to open our
portals, to extend ourselves, to create places of co-habitation where we and the other are
interlinked.”49 This sexuality is implicitly marked as both physical, as she references bodily
functions such as “genitals raining their fluids,” as well as heterosexual, given her definitions of
zachar and nekeva individually.
Meyers also supports the interpretation of the verse as sanctifying heterosexuality, yet
does not see it as so linked with the erotic, and especially not with power or gender roles. She
writes, “In fact, the parity of male and female in Genesis 1 probably was not meant for anything
beyond the pairing of male and female for procreative purposes. The structure and purpose of
Genesis 1 simply does not address the social world of humans.”50 She understands this creation
of reproductive heterosexuality in two different ways: through the prioritization of the romantic
relationship and the obligation of a society to procreate.
First, through her analysis of the Genesis 2-3 narrative, Meyers reads the relationship
between husband and wife as the paramount above all other relationships. This is telling because
she sees the implied relationship between the two characters as going beyond sexual behavior,
but rather two individuals who have engaged in the social contract of marriage (which is not
mentioned in the text, and understood very differently in the Hebrew Bible than in our modern
connotations of the word).51 She interprets this relationship as more important even than that of
child and parent, citing Genesis 2:24: “therefore a man (adam) shall leave his father and mother,
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and shall cleave unto his woman (isha), and they shall be one flesh.” This verse is frequently
understood as espousing that the individual’s spiritual fulfillment occurs when ze becomes one
with a partner, or as Meyers sees it, getting married and engaging in sexual intercourse. This
intercourse, to be sure, is for the purpose of having children and continuing the process of
children leaving their parents and finding heterosexual partnerships, thus continuing the cycle. In
holding that heterosexual marriage is the site of human spiritual fulfillment, Meyers
inadvertently complicates her previous claim that the narrative implies equality between men and
women. If compulsory heterosexuality where applied equally to both men and women, and the
relationship between the two was non-hierarchical, perhaps it would technically be accurate, as
non-heterosexual men and women would be equally excluded. However, as heterosexuality is so
often a site of gender inequality as stated previously, the way such a conclusion plays out is
confining straight women into a legally-bound unequal relationship, and excluding queer
sexualities and non-binary genders from the possibility of spiritual fulfillment.
Meyers’ second interpretation of the phrase is taken in conjunction with the command to
“be fruitful and multiply,” which she reads as promoting “conjugal bond[ing].”52 She sees this as
a command extending beyond just that of individuals, but to society as a whole. One could claim
that in emphasizing sexual reproduction as a component of a society, the injunction is not as
incumbent upon the individual. This could potentially allow for heterosexuality to be but one of
many ways in which people may navigate their sexual behavior, including queerness, asexuality,
and non-binary genders.
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Metaphorical Readings
There are also those who see the language of adam being created zachar u’nekeva not as
a single ambiguously-sexed individual or two sexually dimorphic individuals, but rather as a
more abstract description of God’s intention for humanity. Given the heterosexual and
hierarchical implications of the words’ etymology, I see this as the interpretation approach with
the most egalitarian potential. That being said, the interpretations below are not necessarily
without their problems as well.
In his final rebuttal of Prager’s article, David Seidenberg concludes that “each one of us
is more than just male or female, each one of us is male and female, zachar un’keivah. We know
that for many reasons, one being that the Torah says so.”53 This comes after his argument that the
Torah does not affirm a gender binary, claiming that rabbinic law “affirms seven – seven! –
genders,” which account for seven different combinations of primary and secondary sex
characteristics within the Mishnah.54 He goes on to discuss kabbalistic approaches to gender in
which male and female characteristics can exist simultaneously within a single person.55 He also
criticizes “transgender identity as we are constructing it today” for not “undo[ing] the binary of
gender at all,” and proposes a solution: “If we had more than two genders, then it would be easy
to affirm male-born-female and female-born-male, alongside male-born-male and female-bornfemale, as real genders in and of themselves.” Despite his chutzpah in criticizing and then
“solving” trans discourse as a cisgender male, and his adherence to sexual dimorphism despite
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supposed knowledge of intersex bodies, he makes important points of the power that blurring the
categories of “male” and “female” within an individual and even deviating from them entirely
can have on the ultimate dissolution of the gender binary. Through his use of the phrase zachar
u’nekeva in his conclusion, he clearly believes that a multiplicity of gender identities is possible
within the text of Genesis 1:27.
Echoing the sentiment but providing more specific textual evidence, Rabbi Ari Lev
Fornari, a transmasculine Reform rabbi who helps manage the website Transtorah.org, focuses
on the vav that connects zachar u’nekeva, the “u” that functions as the word “and.” Beyond the
simple conjunction which connects two separate items, Fornari writes, “I translate ‘male and
female’ as a merism, meaning stating two extremes that encompass the whole, to read ‘male
through female (as in people of all genders)’ as in ‘yomam va’laila - day and night (meaning all
of time)’ and shamayim v’aretz – heave [sic] and earth (meaning all the world).”56 Such a
reading suggests a spectrum of genders (or sexes) that were created with the first humans, rather
than two distinct sexes.
Reform Rabbi Larry Bach has a similar interpretation, comparing zachar u’nekeva to the
English phrase “flesh and blood.”57 The phrase connotes a whole, living person, rather than
simply skin/muscle and the contents of one’s blood vessels. This suggestion offers a potentially
more inclusive range for gender even than Lev Fornari’s, as “flesh and blood” includes elements
that are not even stated, such as bones and organs, etc. For zachar u’nekeva to function in the
same way as “flesh and blood” means not only those with a penis and “an orifice” who engage in
heterosexual behavior but also any other combination of the ranges of sex, gender and sexuality.
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I see this interpretation in particular to have the most potential for a reading of Gen 1:27 which is
inclusive of all bodies, gender identities, and sexual orientations.
Lev Fornari does identify the challenges with such a reading, however, as the other
merisms found in the Torah pronounce the vav with a strong “v” sound, rather than the “u” in
zachar u’nekeva. Nonetheless, he concludes that this is not enough to dismiss his interpretation,
as “this is all Masoretic, so there is no reason to think that the original author didnt [sic] intend it
to be pronounced va’nekavah...”58 Otherwise stated, such an interpretation goes against the
conventions of pronunciation for merisms in Hebrew, however the conventions themselves are
accepted as uncertain given that the original placement of vowels is lost.
Ladin is also undeterred by the physical connotations of the words. She argues that
zachar u’nekeva signifies the creation of humanity as a sexually dimorphic species, whose
bodies tend to display sex characteristics that fall into one of two categories, while also
acknowledging the vast range of ways those characteristics can manifest and deviate in intersex
and trans bodies. And while the division of a diverse range of bodies into two categories is not
ideal, “As far as God is concerned – and God’s perspective is the only one the text offers –
differences in physical sex here have none of the significance that mark the presence of binary
gender: the assignment of different roles, characteristics, feelings, desires, earning capacity, and
authority, based on maleness and femaleness.”59 The implications of gender along a binary, to
Ladin, are far more destructive than the oversimplification of sex characteristics along a binary.
However, she does admit that seeing sex along a binary sets the foundation for gender to follow,
as most constructions of gender tie closely to presumptions about bodily difference. She
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summarizes, “Binaries aren't accurate, but they are sexy. In fact, their inaccuracy is what makes
them so sexy. They not only offer concise, clear terms for organizing overwhelmingly complex
phenomena. They also promiscuously associate with other binaries that extend their resonance
and meaning.”60 Her wordplay around the appeal of binaries is revealing, as binaries also aid in
the categorization of bodies/presentations that inform many individuals’ evaluation of candidacy
for a sexual partner, which are complicated when one is attracted to an individual that passes as a
gender that does not correspond to their sex.
Such situations have prompted heated debates in the lesbian community in particular,
which maintains attraction solely to “women” yet is now having to clarify whether that is the
gender “woman” or the sex “woman.” If they conflate the two, they run the risk of falling into
the trap that they criticize the patriarchy of doing: reducing womanhood to physical sex
characteristics. On the other hand, if they root attraction in only sex, they cannot have the
distinctions of “femme” or “butch” or other gender presentations that inform sexual preferences.
The binaries at hand may simplify many interactions as one subconsciously evaluates candidacy
for sexual attraction, however their inaccuracy ultimately surfaces and reveals the complexity of
sexuality as it relates to sex and gender.
The Image of God
The final focal point of the Genesis 1:26-27 text is around the image of God. Many
scholars have included this in their analysis of gender in the text, as the connection between the
divine image and the “male and female” first human(s) has implications beyond just establishing
limiting archetypes, but of describing God Hirself. By extension, engaging with and “solving”
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what “male and female” means can give one a glimpse into God’s very nature. As Ladin
suggests, “despite the unbridgeable difference between the disembodied Creator of the Universe
and male- and female-bodied human beings, we can glimpse in humanity something of God.”61
The task becomes understanding not only what “male and female” means for humans, but how it
translates into an incorporeal divine being.
Phyllis Trible set the stage for renewed attention to this topic in her influential 1978
book, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality.62 Her methodological approach is that of rhetorical
criticism, a subset of literary criticism, whereby the primary clue to interpretation is the text
itself. She uses the text exclusively in an investigation of discernable truths about the first
humans, and ultimately, the divine image. Her methodology highlights the textual patterns in the
narrative of the six days of creation, and uses deviations from those patterns as a way of marking
an element as noteworthy. The creation of humanity, she argues, is unique from all of the other
acts of creation God performs in Genesis. It is sandwiched between two verses of direct
discourse (1:26 and 1:28), in which God’s words themselves are part of the act of creating,
whereas 1:27 is narrated discourse, describing the actions of God in the third person. After the
“divine deliberation” in 1:26, God creates humanity “in the image of God,” the only beings to be
created as such. The logical next question for Trible becomes, then, what is the image of God?
She uses the textual clues of what is present and absent in the acts of creation to narrow
down potential characteristics for the image of God. In eliminating commonalities with animals,
who were not described in the text as created in the image of God, she is able to exclude all but
that which is uniquely human. She stresses that humans are the only creatures commanded to
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have dominion over all the earth, and the only creations to which God speaks directly in the first
person.63 Additionally, humans are the only living creations given sex (her interpretation of the
words “zachar u’nekeva”) yet they are not the only creatures to be commanded to “be fruitful
and multiply.” For this reason Trible argues that zachar u’nekeva does not reflect an inherent
association of “male and female” with reproduction, but with sexed bodies which stand as a
metaphor for something more abstract in the divine.
Trible then moves on from examining the text in the context of the creation story and
focuses acutely on the structure, grammar, and meaning in Genesis 1:27 itself. She breaks down
the verse into a poem of three lines, with four (Hebrew) words each:
And God created humankind in his image;
In the image of God created he him
Male and female created he them.64
Through examining parallel structure, she notes that “male and female” correspond
structurally to “the image of God.” This parallelism creates a metaphor, which as she explains
requires a vehicle (the better known element) and a tenor (the underlying/overarching subject,
the lesser known element). In this case, male and female are known, and the image of God is the
unknown. The comparison between the two creates something new, as a metaphor results from
an “interaction between vehicle and tenor.”65
As to the nature of maleness and femaleness, Trible argues that “male and female are not
opposite but rather harmonious sexes,” “unity embraces sexual differentiation; it does not impose
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sexual identicalness.”66 Trible notes that there is a marked absence of sexual stereotypes or the
notion of “feminine” and “masculine” in the first description of the two sexes, but rather
mutually shared commands without dominion over the other. These beings, in her view, are “not
delineated by sexual relationships, roles, characteristics, attitudes, or emotions.”67 The fact that
they are created together, in the beginning, emphasizes equality between the two, and
furthermore the power that they share over creation in God’s command to “let them have
dominion.” The responsibility of dominion and procreation fall equally on both beings’
shoulders.
What Trible believes this tells us about God is interesting, and probably the biggest
logical hurdle of the piece. If, as she previously outlined, the “male and female” aspect of
humanity is the most explicit link to the “image of God,” then one can apply her discerned
qualities of maleness/femaleness as 1) different-but-equal and 2) dominating over the earth, as
glimpses into the “integrity, pluralism, dominion, and freedom of the image of God.”68 In other
words, she jumps from reading zachar u’nekeva in humans as equal, binary sexed, and ruling
over animals and arguing that it is the singular characteristic in the text connected to the image of
God, to concluding that “God is neither male nor female, nor a combination of the two… [male
and female’s] freedom and uniqueness… uphold[s] the transcendence of the deity.”69 If the sole
means of glimpsing the deity’s image is part of “male and female,” then to say that God is not
even a combination of the two would seem to undermine her point. Furthermore, if difference
along a binary is the meaning of “male and female,” would that not seem to suggest that God is
not actually one, but two distinct entities? Such a possibility is unthinkable within monotheistic
66
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Jewish theology. Perhaps if she borrowed theories from Lev Fornari or Bach on the phrase as a
merism, her argument could hold more water, as her claim for the plurality of God’s many
manifestations could be more strongly evidenced in a diverse range of human bodies as the key
to glimpsing the divine.
Rachel Adler responds to Trible’s argument in her book Engendering Judaism, adding
points that both bolster and deviate from Trible’s argument. 70 She also sees great significance in
the “image of God,” pointing out that it is mentioned four times in the two verses of Genesis
1:26-27. She starts with an analysis of 1:26, which uses the plural first person possessive of the
words tselem (image,  )צלםand dmut (likeness,  )דמותto describe God’s intentions for creating
adam. She distinguishes the subtleties in variation between the two: “Tzelem, in its primary
sense, means a physical representation, often a statue or an idol. D’mut, from the root DMH [-מ-ד
]ה, to resemble, is a more generalized word for similitude… leaving the nature of adam’s
likeness to God delicately poised between the substantial and the insubstantial.”71 In the next
verse, tselem is repeated and dmut is left out, as “likeness to God is realized in the flesh.”72
In the next verse, the God’s intentions transform into actions, and another detail is added:
male and female. Adler understands the “creation of sexual difference [as a climax to] verses
wholly devoted to establishing human similarity to God…” and adds that she wants “to turn
Trible’s argument upside down and argue that in Genesis 1 human sexuality is itself a metaphor
for some element of the divine nature.”73 Her jump from sex to sexuality is a bold one,
problematic both in its scant evidence in the text and her essentialization of human nature. She
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attempts to support her jump from physical sex to sexuality (a distinction much more marked for
me than I think for her) through highlighting that in 1:26-27 both God and adam are referred to
with singular and plural language. She concludes that since “sexuality [is] the most primary way
in which humankind is at once many and one… [it must be] a metaphor for the infinitude and
unity of God.”74
Adler goes on to clarify the two main components of sexuality that she identifies in the
first humans: boundaries and power. As discussed previously, Adler sees sexuality as a place
where boundaries are simultaneously penetrated and preserved, and part of an essential human
“capacity to create intersubjective space, which we and God share, is what makes covenant
possible.”75 Again, this connection is troubling, as 1) she links sexuality to what it means to be
human, leaving no room for asexual people’s existence, 2) her basis for interpreting sexuality is
through a male-sexed body and a female-sexed body, and finally 3) her imagery of penetration,
which reveals a very heteronormative understanding.
Adler finds no inherent problem with boundaries to distinguish sex and gender as
categories, fitting the label coined by Ladin of a “Gender Binary Traditionalist,” or those who
view the gender binary as an “immutable, built-in, God-given feature of humanity.”76 Similarly,
she does not view power as inherently bad either. The power bestowed upon the first humans is
to master the natural world, though she clarifies, “mastery in Genesis 1 cannot mean the right to
tyrannize over other creatures,” as they are only permitted to eat seed-bearing grasses and fruit-
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bearing trees at the time of this command, not meat.77 The problem arises when, as power creates
space for agency and choice, “instead of determining what power we do have or could acquire
together with others, instead of organizing to maximize our power and share it more broadly, we
vie with one another in a kind of moral poor-mouthing, as if denying our power relieved us of
the obligation of sharing it and exercising it responsibly… The injunction to master the earth,
then, carries with it the potential for sin, the possibility of abusing power.”78 If power is indeed a
reflection of the divine image as Adler says, and the power exhibited by God in Genesis 1 is
creation, perhaps a stronger argument for Adler would be power as creation: not just procreation,
as is commanded in 1:22 and 1:28, but also to be creative, collaborative, and sustainable in the
cultivation of the earth. This might be a promising field for an ecofeminist approach to the text.
Using the framework of later commentary, French philosopher Emmanuel Levinas and
Kabbalah scholar Elliot Wolfson both interpret the “image of God” to have much less egalitarian
potential. Levinas poses the question, “Does the image of God mean from the outset the
simultaneity of the male and the female?”79 He grounds his answer in the interpretation of Rav.
Abbahu in Tractate Berachot, 61a:
Tractate Berachot:
It is written “Male and female created He them,” and it is written, “For in the image of
God made He man.” How is this? At first He planned to create two, but in the end only
one was created.80
Levinas’ interpretation:
He created less well than is original idea. He would then--if I may venture to say so--have
willed beyond his own image. He wanted two beings. In fact, he wanted that from the
beginning there should be equality in the creature, no woman issuing from man, no
woman who came after man. From the beginning he wanted two separate and equal
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beings. But that was impossible; this initial independence of two equal beings would no
doubt have meant war. It had to be done not strictly according to justice, which would
demand two separate beings. To create a world, he had to subordinate them one to the
other.81
This analysis implies that God’s image is male, for creating two beings, He was “willing
beyond his own image,” whereby the female is that which is “beyond” the image of God. As
such, only one creature was created, the adam that we see starting in Chapter 2. Additionally,
Levinas’ reading implies that God would have preferred for there to be gender equality, but that
it was impractical, that hierarchy is a defining component of sex/gender difference. This second
conclusion is oddly in line with those who would say that the presence of a binary precludes the
possibility of equality, as such a binary is inherently hierarchical. It is troubling that the deity’s
image is read as the unmarked male neutral, though not entirely unexpected given Levinas’
apparent distaste for feminism.82
Wolfson’s discussion of the Zohar reveals a wildly different approach to the “image of
God,” as kabbalistic thought emphasizes the ten sefirot (divine emanations) as body parts of the
divine macroanthropos, which he explains:
The limbs are not merely passive surfaces upon which the sefirotic potencies are
imprinted, but they are themselves textured surfaces by which the human agent-embodied ideally in the body politic of Israel--is conjoined to and participates in the
hidden divine reality. The physical image, therefore, is the means of access to the
transcendence that exceeds the very physicality of that image. The sign, like the icon, is
an amalgamation of presence and absence, insofar as it makes the invisible visible within
the confines of the imagination and thereby enacts the presence of what must remain
absent in order to be present.83
As such, the first human is not only a “microcosm of the macroanthropos,” but the divine
Anthropos itself is “specularized through the prism of sexual difference, a central doctrine that
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impacted both the theosophic understanding of the sefirotic emanations promulgated by the
kabbalists and their understanding of the texture of the ecstatic experience of the divine.”84 Thus,
according to Wolfson’s interpretation, sexual differentiation along a binary is not only inherent
to being human, it is also inherent within the divine.
Both Wolfson and Seidenberg reference the Zohar 1:55b, which emphasizes the
sex/gender duality of the divine through interpreting halachah, though both thinkers present
differing conclusions. According to the Zohar:
…any image in which there is not found male and female is not a supernal image as is
appropriate… any place where male and female are not found as one, the blessed holy
One does not place his dwelling here, and blessings are not found except in a place where
male and female are found… even the name Adam is not invoked except when male and
female are one.85
Seidenberg looks positively upon this verse as evidence for his claim that “if we are to imagine
God, we should not imagine God as only male or only female, because God’s image is
necessarily both male and female (and everything in between and beyond).”86 Wolfson,
alternatively, sees it as a strict prescription of human existence and, by extension, the
conceptualization of the divine, along the sex/gender binaries which define male and female as
immutable opposites that exist only to provide balance for each other, with the identification of
Self rooted in that of the male.
Wolfson views the eventual division from two spiritually-united physical sexes into
separate sexed bodies as a “fall” of sorts. But rather than occurring in Genesis 2:22 when isha is
created, “The initial enfleshment of Adam was that of the glorious or luminous body, which was
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changed, as a consequence of the sin of eating of the fruit of the tree of knowledge, into the
moral body made of corruptible skin.”87 He discusses interpretations that argue that the sexual
union of men and women is the only way to escape this inferior, single-sexed body and reunite
with its counterpart to once again be in the image of God. Interestingly, this conclusion of
heterosexuality as the image of God resonates with that of Adler, however she would not view
one’s existence within a single-sexed body as a punishment as a result of sin. Wolfson ultimately
concludes that such a pairing is not enough to restore the equality once intended for the two
sexes, clarifying:
Those who focus on the heterosexual pairing as the sign of redemption are, in my
judgment, articulating what is appropriate for the first stage, which is the mending of the
rupture of the male and the female. Beyond that stage, however, there is a second stage,
one in which the division within the divine is surmounted in the place where opposites
are indistinguishable.88
This echoes a recurring theme in the texts that binary, especially a binary that is rooted in sex
difference, cannot create space for true equality so long as the categories are fixed and unequally
valued.
One of the most recent and unconventional claims for interpreting the deity as dually
sexed/gendered comes from Mark Sameth, a New York rabbi who posted an op-ed in the New
York Times entitled, “Is God Transgender?” which was heavily criticized by many scholars and
theologians for ignoring historical evidence. 89 In a well-intended effort to include transgender
identities within Jewish tradition, he argues that “In the ancient world, well-expressed gender
fluidity was the mark of a civilized person. Such a person was considered more ‘godlike.’ In
Ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt, the gods were thought of as gender-fluid, and human beings
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were considered reflections of the gods.”90 It should be noted that both of these assertions have
been deemed “an inaccurate reconstruction of ancient Near Eastern history.”91 Sameth continues
to the main point of his argument and the focus of his upcoming book:
The Israelites took the transgender trope from their surrounding cultures and wove it into
their own sacred scripture. The four-Hebrew-letter name of God, which scholars refer to
as the Tetragrammaton, YHWH, was probably not pronounced ‘Jehovah’ or ‘Yahweh,’
as some have guessed. The Israelite priests would have read the letters in reverse as
Hu/Hi — in other words, the hidden name of God was Hebrew for ‘He/She.’ Counter to
everything we grew up believing, the God of Israel — the God of the three monotheistic,
Abrahamic religions to which fully half the people on the planet today belong — was
understood by its earliest worshipers to be a dual-gendered deity.92
Among the article’s many critics, queer Jewish scholars Carolyn Klaasen and Jenna
Stover-Kemp condemn his article as ultimately harmful to the cause of LGBTQ inclusion in
Jewish tradition:
If we really want to fight for trans* inclusion in our religious communities, we have to do
it in a way that does justice to the texts and methods we have inherited. Otherwise, if our
efforts are based on bad scholarship, they are easily dismissed and thus fail to further the
efforts toward trans* inclusion… As biblical scholars, we know there are ways to use the
Bible for this project, and as queer Jews who are in trans* inclusive communities, we
know there are amazing thinkers doing it well.93

The two short verses of Genesis 1:26-27 have sent thinkers in many different directions,
each with their own implications for sex and gender inclusion. One must not ignore the troubling
etymologies of zachar u’nekeva, whose roots imply a penis and a penetrable orifice, however
there are a number of ways around a conclusion which reinforces gender hierarchy and a
heterosexual sex binary. For one, if the text is read as merely a story of the first instance of
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humanity, but also allowing for humanity to evolve over the course of the text, the presence of
such sex-essentialist roots may not be as damaging as long as trans and queer people are included
in what is “naturally human” in today’s world. However, for many, the story tends to be read as
God’s intention for how humanity essentially is and/or should be, and thus the sex and gender
binaries are quite harmful. Adler suggests that the presence of sex characteristics could be
secondary to the implication of sexuality as the key to what is essentially human, though the
etymology suggests an agency applied to zachar that is absent in nekeva. Such an imbalance sets
the stage for patriarchy to impose itself on hierarchical sexual roles, and additionally excluding
non-heterosexual or non-binary-sexed-or-gendered individuals. Alternatively, one could read
adam when used in the singular as a single unit of the broader category of humanity, who
regardless of sex or gender is created both capable of penetrating and penetrable, of being
sexually dominant and sexually submissive. Or one could take the “spectrum” approach
discussed by Lev Fornari and Bach, reading the phrase as a merism which implies much more
than a penis and penetrable orifice but rather everything in between and beyond, making room
for a full range of sex characteristics and sexual behavior. Thus I conclude that the text offers
enough possibilities through various of avenues of thought to make the assertion that Chapter 1
of Genesis can be inclusive to women and queer, trans, and intersex people. While speculating
on the nature of the divine is not the intention of this thesis, I argue that given the variety of
routes to inclusive interpretations, an inclusive image of God is possible so long as zachar
u’nekeva is the tenor to understanding the image of God.
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Genesis 2
As the first creation narrative comes to a close in the first three verses of Genesis 2 with
God resting and making the Sabbath holy, the second begins with a proclamation that the
following text will detail “the generations of the heaven and the earth when they were created, in
the day that the Lord God made earth and heaven,” (Gen. 2:4). Already this is a difference from
the previous narrative, which describes that the first humans were created on the sixth day along
with the animals, but in the second narrative they are created on the same day as the heavens and
the earth (the first day in the previous narrative). Additionally, we see a change in the language
used to refer to God, from Elohim to Adonai Elohim, which biblical scholars identify as a shift in
source authorship from the P source to the much older J source.94
There are many ways of approaching the shift in narratives and contradictions presented.
More traditional sources, such as the Talmud and the Zohar, read the text literally and as such
adjust their interpretations around the impossibility of inconsistency. Since Chapter 2 begins
with an unambiguously singular adam, the Talmudic rabbis could not read Chapter 1 as the
creation of two beings, despite the plural otam (them) at the end of 1:27. As previously
enumerated, they instead saw the first human as a single being that was dually sexed male and
female, and that interpretation logically follows into Chapter 2. The creation of isha,
consequently, they see as the splitting of the original androgyne into two distinct sexes. Though
borrowing heavily from the Talmudic texts, the Zohar offers a slightly different interpretation. It
argues that, rather than one continuous narrative from Genesis 1 to 2, the narratives are two
versions of the same event. As Wolfson discusses, the Zohar views the second creation narrative
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as a midrash of the first, whereby the event described in the short verses of 1:26-27 is expanded
upon with the details provided by second narrative. In this single event described twice, a dually
sexed (yet singly gendered) adam splits into two beings, though the female is understood as a
secondary appendage which broke off of the main being rather than a whole divided evenly in
two.
Other approaches to the inconsistencies involve a less literal reading of the text. Hebrew
Bible scholar Robert Alter suggests that the first narrative is a “theological” telling of the
creation, whereas the second is a “realistic” portrayal.95 He claims that the biblical authors
believed that God had created men and women equal, but in an effort to reckon with the sexist
reality around them, they included the second narrative as an alternative explanation. This
position is echoed by Rachel Adler, who explains that the second narrative is not the creation of
humanity, as is described in the first, but the creation of the male perspective, or the lens by
which men are trained to see the world as resources to be exploited and subjugated. Semiotics
scholar Mieke Bal disagrees with Alter’s claim, providing her own analysis of each component
of the second narrative that is typically viewed as “sexist” or a challenge to gender equality. 96
Similar to the kabbalists, Bal sees the second narrative as “a specified narration of what events
are included in the idea that ‘God created them male and female.’”97 Using source criticism, she
contends that the authors of the (newer) first narrative were “not presenting a theological
counterstatement to the second and older one,” rather “they were good readers and wrote a piece
that retrospectively completed the imaginary representation of this particular conception of
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creation through differentiation.”98 Similar to Wolfson, Bal views the second narrative as a more
detailed account of the first narrative.
Ladin also compares the two narratives, though she is less concerned with narrative
inconsistencies, and more with the inconsistencies in the implications for humans within a
gendered world. She discerns her own truths from the two narratives, explaining, “Genesis 1:27
suggests [that] gender is absolute; we aren’t treated as human until we take our places in the
binary… But as God and Adam discover in Genesis 2, gender is not only an image in which we
are created; it is an image in which we create, and recreate, ourselves, through our relationships
to one another.”99 She concludes that “both accounts in Genesis are true; or rather, truth is what
we get when we take both, contradictions and all, together. Gender is both a given of existence
and a relationship driven process, an absolute template and a fluid mode of self-expression.”100
Despite the contradicting events detailed in each narrative, Ladin views each as providing
different takeaways that do not conflict.
In this section, I examine through each of the verses within the chapter that raise
questions of gender hierarchy, and evaluate scholars’ exegeses for their ability to put maleness
and femaleness on equal terms and to challenge the existence of those categories within a binary.
I argue that in contrast to Chapter 1, which focuses on the dangers of sex differentiation along a
binary, Chapter 2 establishes gender along a binary, which is quickly accompanied by gender
roles and ultimately, as we see emerge in Chapter 3, gender hierarchy.
The Creation of Adam, Again
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2:7 Then the LORD God formed [adam] of the dust of
the [earth], and breathed into [hir] nostrils the breath
of life; and [adam] became a living soul.

, ָהאֲדָ מָה- ָעפָר מִן,הָָאדָם-ז ַוי ִיצֶר יי אֱֹלהִים אֶת
. ְּלנֶפֶש ַחי ָה,שמַת ַחי ִים; ַויְּהִי הָָאדָ ם
ְּ ִ נ,ַויִפַח ְּב ַאפָיו

The second narrative begins with adam’s creation from the earth. Notably, the word
adam shares the same root as the Hebrew word for earth, adama ()אדמה, an observation that
scholars have mused was the Bible’s first pun.101 Adler adds that the root is “associated with
redness,” and is (possibly) linked to the word for blood, dam. She alludes to the creation of the
earth in her description that “adam is the red-earth creature, a continent of flesh reticulated by
rivers of blood.”102
Meyers is particularly compelled by this shared root, arguing that “The term adam tells
us that the essence of human life is not its eventual classification into gendered categories but
rather its organic connection to the earth… At the very outset, human existence is thus portrayed
as inextricably related to that which makes life possible, arable land.”103 She argues that this
relationship between humanity and the earth is no accident, that first and foremost the cultivation
of food was an essential concern for the Ancient Israelites, who were mostly an agrarian society
that relied on subsistence farming. The connection between human existence and agriculture
would have been obvious to them, as it influenced every aspect of their lives, including, most
relevant to this discussion, gender roles. Archaeological evidence of Ancient Israelite sites
suggests rigid gender roles, whereby the men worked heavily in the fields to plant and harvest
crops and then the women worked inside the home structure to prepare the various crops into a
form that can be eaten.104 As such, the very distinction of gender for the Ancient Israelites is
101
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determined by a dependence upon the earth for food, where gender roles are constructed along
two categories of agricultural occupations. Adler takes a more critical attitude towards this
correlation between the second narrative adam and the earth, arguing that from the “male
perspective” that the chapter establishes, the earth is framed “as a collection of resources
valuable insofar as man can use them.”105
Levinas discusses the apparent “typo” in God’s creation of adam in Genesis 2:7, which is
spelled with an extra letter yod, while its traditional spelling is used to describe the creation of
animals ()וייצר.106 He draws off of the rabbis’ discussion of the spelling; perhaps one yod is the
animalistic nature of humans, and the other is the sense of self and relation to God. Levinas
seems to fixate in particular on an interpretation of the two yods as the first human having two
faces, affirming that “The creation of the human being is extraordinary; to create a man was to
create in one creature two. They were two in one.”107 Interestingly, he clarifies that these two
beings in one “do not refer to woman,” but rather a more innate duality of the self.108
As mentioned in my previous section, Levinas situates his claim of the equality of male
and female within a world in which men and women are not treated equally. Restated for
convenience, he argues that “[God] created less well than his original idea… from the beginning
he wanted two separate and equal beings. But that was impossible; this initial independence of
two equal beings would no doubt have meant war. It had to be done not strictly according to
justice… to create a world, he had to subordinate them one to the other.”109 He sees this
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subordination as evidenced in physical difference: “a sexual difference, and, hence, a certain
preeminence of man, a woman coming later, and as woman, an appendage of the human… the
very femininity of woman is in this initial ‘after the event.’”110 It is clear in his interpretation that
women are created lesser than their male counterparts, rather than a human-made imposition of
hierarchy, despite the idea of male and female being on equal terms in the eyes of God. Levinas’
penultimate paragraph ties together the entire piece:
You see: the feminine is in a fairly good position in this hierarchy of values…It is in
second place. It is not woman who is thus slighted. It is the relation based on sexual
differences which is subordinated to the interhuman relation—irreducible to the drives
and complexes of the libido--to which woman rises as well as man. Maybe man
precedes—by a few centuries—the woman in this elevation. From which a certain-provisional?--priority of man. Maybe the masculine is more directly linked to the
universal, and maybe masculine civilization has prepared, above the sexual, a human
order in which a woman enters, completely human.111
Clearly, for Levinas, equality of the masculine and the feminine within the first being
exists in name only; despite perhaps an initial divine preference for equality, the original human
is quite clearly a masculine neutral out of a divine disdain for sexuality and thus, Levinas
constructs femininity as a subordinate (hetero)sexual role. His argument that “woman is not
slighted” in a non-sexual masculine neutral definition of humanity reveals an underlying
presumption that sexuality is something that men can shed or abstain from, yet for women, being
the object of sexual desire/action is a defining characteristic of what makes one a woman. His
argument does not ostensibly consider the devastating impact of being trapped within a bodily
role that is deemed secondary to humanity, from the exploitation of reproductive labor, to the
denial of sexual autonomy, to the threat of (sexual, legal, physical, medical, verbal) violence for
those who would resist or deviate from such roles.
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Not every interpretation of the second narrative singular adam is as troubling for women
and LGBTQ folks, however. Both Bal and Ladin offer interpretations of an ambiguously
gendered second narrative adam which serves to empower women’s and transfolks’ existence.
Bal takes a semiotic approach to the first humans whereby each step in the narrative adds
something to the human creations not present until that point. She views the isha (woman) as not
fully formed until Genesis 3:20 when adam names her Chava, or Eve. As such, the adam that is
created out of earth in 2:7 is not a complete human but an “earth creature,” with “no name, no
sex, and no activity.”112 In her view, this is the story of its step-by-step creation into the eventual
human categories of male and female.
Bal defends the singularity of adam with the use of the definite article ha, and she
explains that ze is not fully formed, being little more than a clod of mud separated from the earth.
She cites two examples as proof that ha’adam includes what would become both the ish (man)
and the isha: the fact that God commanded adam not to eat from the tree of knowledge before
the formation of the isha, and yet both understand the command to apply to them. Additionally,
when God banishes ha’adam from the Garden of Eden, Eve goes too, though Bal admits that this
could just be because at that point she is subservient to Adam and has to go with him. If, as Bal
suggests, this first adam is not yet fully human and not yet sexed, it is difficult to discern any
attributes of this unsexed character beyond God’s ultimate decision that it needs a partner. As
such we cannot judge whether it falls victim to the habit of “masculine neutrality” the way that
other interpretations of the singular adam have.
It is Not Good to be Alone
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2:18 And the LORD God said: 'It is not good that the
[adam] should be alone; I will make [hir] a help meet
for [hir].’

;טֹוב הֱיֹות הָָאדָ ם ְּלבַּדֹו- ֹלא,יח וַי ֹּאמֶר יי אֱֹלהִים
. ְּכנֶגְּּדֹו,ּלֹו ֵעזֶר-ֶא ֱעשֶה

Ladin’s discussion of the first humans is not concerned with the consistency challenges
presented by the two creation narratives, rather she sees each as presenting alternative but
complementary approaches to sex, gender, and sexuality. She sees the adam created in the first
narrative as the creation of humanity, quite clearly two (or more) beings. However, the
singularity of adam in the second narrative is central to her understanding of the truths it
provides. Focusing on God’s concern that “it is not good for ha’adam to be alone,” (Gen 2:18)
Ladin recalls the loneliness she experienced growing up knowing that she was trans and feeling
like there was no one else like her. As she writes so candidly, “The Torah doesn't speak of how it
feels to be transgender, but it does speak to the longing to be known and loved that drove me to
live so long as a man. Indeed, according to the second chapter of Genesis that is why gender was
created: so human beings would not feel alone.”113 For much of her life, Ladin’s pretense of
maleness was a means to feeling included and accepted in society, whereas to come out as a
woman would be ostracizing and lead to loneliness, despite her being more true to herself.
Adler focuses on the latter half of the verse, taking a critical view of the phrase ezer
k’negdo ()עזר כנגדו, the Hebrew word used for “helper” or “a help meet for him,” in the context
of her argument that Genesis 2 is the creation of the male perspective. She adds that the word
neged (as in k’negdo) means not only “corresponding to,” but also “against,” and as such the
phrase “actually carries dual senses of polarity and likeness.”114 Accordingly, she translates the
phrase as “a helper who is his counter/part,” explaining that “instead of the tension of like and
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other sustained in intersubjective relations, an unequal complementarity is established in which
man is the subject and woman, his helper and reflection, is both counter to him and part of
him.”115 Such a statement parallels the implications of her translation of zachar u’nekeva,
whereby zachar is standalone yet nekeva is defined both in relation to and as distinct from
zachar.
Meyers identifies ezer k’negdo’s shared root (ר-ז- )עwith the verb “to help,” and translates
the phrase instead as “one who helps.” She points out that many people read help as a
hierarchical relationship, part of a server/served dichotomy by which to be helped is a privilege
and to help is a sign of inferiority. She instead reads “the prepositional phrase [as establishing] a
nonhierarchical relationship between the two; it means ‘opposite,’ or ‘corresponding to,’ or
‘parallel with,’ or ‘on par with.’”116 She argues that a hierarchical understanding is additionally
not supported by the root’s use in other parts of the Hebrew Bible, citing passages such as in
Psalm 121:1-3, “help comes from the Lord.” She also references names such as Ezra and Azaria,
which mean “God is helper” and “God has helped,” respectively. If the deity, who is clearly not
understood as subservient to humans, is referred to as a helper, then use of the word to describe
the isha’s relationship to adam clearly cannot in itself imply a hierarchical dynamic, or at least
not one in which adam is superior. She concludes, “The relationship between the first two
beings, the Woman and the Man (i.e. between any conjugal pair) is set forth in the phrase
‘suitable counterpart.’”117 For Meyers, this verse is emphasizing that heterosexual relationships
are divinely ordained to be egalitarian.
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Bal draws attention to the fact that it is God who determines that it is not good for
ha’adam to be alone, concluding the adam itself cannot understand its own needs. She translates
the verse as “I will make for it a companion corresponding to it,” rather than the “obviously
sexist but common translation ‘a help fit for him.’”118 This is because, in her view, “the lack of
sexual difference causes loneliness, but the being who lacks it cannot be aware of what it never
had.”119 Her translation, she argues, is an improvement of the typical translation, which “misses
the deep insight into the nature of sexuality that is worded in this text.”120 She sees this sexuality
as evidenced in the etymological contrast inherent within complementarity, explaining that it is
the “tension between the same and the different that creates sexuality.”121 This argument relies
on a clearly heteronormative viewpoint, rooting this sexuality-creating difference specifically in
sex differentiation.122 This is also an interesting contrast with Ladin, as Bal sees a lack of
difference as the source of loneliness, whereas in Ladin’s interpretation, as someone who was
excluded from full participation in society because of perceived sexual difference, the potential
sexual difference of the first humans is trivial compared to the need to have loving, accepting
relations of kinship. In other words, Bal’s definition of sexuality is oppositional, whereas Ladin’s
notion of relationships (sexual and otherwise) has kinship and similarity at its core.
The Creation of Isha
2:21 And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall
upon the [adam], and [ze] slept; and [Ze] took one of
[hir] ribs, and closed up the place with flesh instead
thereof.
22 And the rib, which the LORD God had taken from
the [adam], made [Ze] [an isha], and brought her unto
the [adam].
118

; ַוי ִישָן,הָָאדָ ם-כא ַויַפֵל יי אֱֹלהִים תַ ְּרּדֵ מָה עַל
. תַ חְּתֶ נָה, ַויִסְּג ֹּר ָבשָר, ַאחַת ִמ ַצלְּע ֹּתָ יו,ַויִקַח
- ָלקַח מִן- ַה ֵצלָע ֲאשֶר-כב ַויִבֶן יי אֱֹלהִים אֶת
.הָָאדָ ם- אֶל,ָ ְּל ִאשָה; ַוי ְּ ִב ֶאה,הָָאדָ ם
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As the narrative continues, God takes action to solve adam’s loneliness by putting the
creature to sleep and extracting a piece of hir body which God then uses to construct a second
being. The rabbis of Tractate Berakhot begin by discussing what the word here translated as
“rib,” tsela ( )צלעcould mean in the context of their interpretation of the primordial androgyne.
Levinas in turn offers commentary on the implications of each of the parts of adam the isha was
potentially created from: the tail, the rib, or the face. If the tsela is a face, “a face posits a perfect
equality between the feminine and the masculine; he thinks that all relations that bind them are of
equal dignity. The creation of man was the creation of two beings in one but of two beings equal
in dignity: difference and sexual relations belong to the fundamental content of what is
human.”123 Similar to the Hellenistic myth of the primal androgyne, Levinas interprets that the
severed face insinuates a being which formed back to back, was split down the middle and will
ultimately pursue a reunion with the missing half, in the form of sexual relations that occur faceto-face.
His interpretation of the rabbi who believes that isha was created from the tail is also at
first one of equality: that man and women themselves were created at the same time, and that
woman also comes out of what is human. But for isha to have been created from a tail requires a
separate act of creation, rather than a division of an existing duality (two faces), so her creation
and thus the feminine is secondary in chronological order and value.124 By extension, the
relationship between man and woman itself, which again signifies sexual relations to Levinas, is
also secondary: “Fundamental are the tasks that man accomplishes as a human being and that
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woman accomplishes as a human being. They have other things to do beside cooing, and,
moreover, something else to do and more, than to limit themselves to the relations that are
established because of the differences in sex.”125 In other words, if isha came from adam's tail,
sex/gender difference along a binary is “part of what is human,” yet female as a sex/gender
category is inferior, and (hetero)sexual behavior is not a defining element of humanity.
This seems to be the perspective that Levinas most agrees with, going on to criticize
movements advocating “sexual liberation” and psychoanalytic theory which tends to see sex at
the center of one’s internal conflicts. He concludes, “To acknowledge that the sexual relation
itself is only incidental to the human is to locate the spiritual life of humanity in a concern for
balancing an existence torn between nature and Law. To put it even more broadly: culture is not
determined by libido.”126 In this conclusion, Levinas would seem to stand in stark opposition to
Adler in her reading of sexuality as the essential human characteristic. While I have
problematized Adler’s interpretation for its heteronormative tendencies, I also am concerned by
Levinas’ apparent disdain for sexuality, for precisely the reason that he illustrates, which is the
inseparability of constructed womanhood and sexuality. Levinas frames sexuality as excluded
from the realm of the ethical, as he sees sexuality as inherently reciprocal and thus never truly
altruistic.
So what does one make of this, if it is heteronormative to read sexuality as inherent but
reinforcing gender hierarchy to read it as secondary? I see the answer in the nuance of approach:
for women and queer people, as sexually oppressed minorities whose identities are often
essentialized and demonized for their sexuality, it is important that sexuality be considered one
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of many ways in which one can be human and in the divine image. However, such a
consideration must emphasize that despite the prominent role it plays in the lives of some,
sexuality as a concept and the many varieties in which it manifests are not consistent throughout
every individual in their preferences, degree of desire, or behavior. Sexuality may be described
as a “human experience” just as cramming for a test is a “college experience”: many students do
it in different ways, with different frequencies (including not at all), yet no one would claim that
one’s identity as a college student is dependent upon one’s study habits.
In his zoharic analysis of the same passage, Wolfson also discusses the way that the
debates over which body parts are signified by adam’s tsela translate into kabbalistic notions of
body parts and the ten sefirot (essences of the divine). He focuses specifically on “the fashioning
of the side,” which “conveys that God adorned and beautified the female, ostensibly to make her
an object worthy of the male gaze, a theme that bespeaks an androcentric viewpoint.”127 He
connects the severing of the side to the Shechinah, the only female sefira, which “becomes an
independent potency when she is separated from Tiferet.”128 This would seem to indicate that the
division of male and female in Genesis 2:21-22 suggests a bifurcation of not only the human
androgyne but also of the divine “macroanthropos.” Wolfson also argues that “the sawing apart
of the androgyne is what brought about the gender polarity, the masculine symbolized as the
front or the east and the feminine as the back or the west.”129 This underscores the points made
by Adler, Bal, and Meyers that the creative act in the second half of Genesis 2 sets male and
female as opposite categories. Wolfson ultimately concludes that, “The kabbalistic exegesis, in
my opinion, is based on presuming one gender (the male that is both male and female) with two
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sexuated manifestations (the female constructed from the male). The partition of the androgyne
gives rise to two sexes, which establishes the very heterogeneity that is effaced in the
reinstallation of the originary state.”130 That is, the first being was of one gender outside of the
male/female binary, yet which favored male over female, and possessed male and female sex
characteristics, whose ultimate division gave rise to heterosexual desire.
Bal offers her own interpretation of what body part tsela should be understood as,
explaining, “Some scholars think it means side. It could, then, be a euphemism, for ‘belly,’ as
‘feet’ often stands for ‘testicles.’ In that case, it could refer to the womb, an apparent reversal of
sexual function that is not at all unthinkable in the case of this undifferentiated earth creature.”131
While the uterus is undeniably a component of the construction of the sex category “female,” it
is troubling that it could be the part removed from adam. Unlike “uterus,” which is merely an
organ that carries out a variety of functions, some of which are part of the incubation of a
fertilized egg, the word “womb” tends to be used exclusively to refer to the reproductive process.
Additionally, if it is the quintessential reproductive organ that is removed from adam, so too is
the symbolic process of reproduction isolated from the male. As many feminists attempt to get
away from the conflation of the female sex with its reproductive capabilities, it would seem that
Bal has just reduced the first prototype to such a role, and additionally excluding “man” from
reproduction.
Bal furthers her claims in her second suggestion of the meaning of tsela, which she
argues is “not incompatible with the previous one”:
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Oosten and Moyer rightly connected this mytheme with the Sumeric myth of Enki in
paradise.132 In this myth the Goddess Nin-ti is created from Enki’s rib. Ti means rib as
well as ‘the making of life.’ Although the pun gets lost in Hebrew, the association may
have made sense: the ‘mother of all living’ who emerges in Gen. 3:30 is herself made
from (a piece of) living material. Such a reversal of object and subject would be typical in
mythological terms.133
It is clear from this passage that she sees the isha’s creation out of the adam’s womb as more
than just a component of the female sex, rather the isha is explicitly and exclusively associated
with reproduction. Bal supports this in a reference to the isha’s eventual name Chava (Eve),
which she has translated as “mother of all living.”
Adler takes a different approach to this pair of verses. She emphasizes the differences in
meaning of the verbs used to describe human creation, explaining, “Woman is not brought into
being in a manner unlike that of all other creatures. She is not created (BRH, [א-ר- )]בlike adam
in Genesis 1 nor formed (YTzR, [ר-צ- )]יlike Adam and the animals in Genesis 2; instead she is
constructed (BNH, [ה-נ-)]ב.”134 Adler describes isha as “a construction designed to meet
[adam’s] specifications,” as if she is a commercial product produced by God per adam’s custom
order.135 As her tone suggests, she joins many feminists in seeing the creation of isha in Genesis
2 as a divine ordination of patriarchy.136
Bal also comments on the verb use, though in a much more positive light. She connects
v’yitzer (ר-צ- )יto its association with pottery, playing off of adam being made out of clay.
Alternatively v’yiven (ה-נ-)ב, “the verb used in 2:22 refers specifically to architecture and the
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construction of buildings. The action is both more difficult and more sophisticated, and it
requires more differentiated material. The difference would indicate a higher level of
creation.”137 She sees this action as not just the creation of isha, but also of ish. Bal reads adam’s
sleep in which God removes hir tsela this as “the death of the undifferentiated earth creature. It
will emerge from it in differentiation.”138 That is to say, God is taking Hir non-sexed and nongendered mud creature and splitting it, engineering each half into separate and distinct beings,
ish and isha. To suggest a metaphor, the creation of adam is the process of mechanically
sculpting bricks out of clay, whereas the action in Gen. 2:22 is the construction of two different
houses out of those bricks.
Ladin takes a completely different perspective towards this moment in the narrative.
Drawing on ideas of the presence of both male and female within the Genesis 2 adam, she
explains that “masculinity contains – indeed, is defined by – the femininity boys and men are
taught not to express.”139 As such, “all males internalize a femininity that, like Adam’s rib, can
be brought out of our male identities and fashioned into new female selves. In this sense, I’m not
approximating a femininity that isn’t mine; like my breasts’ ability to grow when exposed to
estrogen, femininity has always been there, sleeping within me. Like Adam, I simply – simply! –
had to cut myself open to give birth to the woman swaddled and smothered by my
masculinity.”140 In contrast to Bal’s implication that what is formed into the isha no longer
remains in the adam, Ladin argues that the truth to be gleaned from isha’s formation out of adam
is that inherent in maleness is also femaleness. While superficially mirroring the “masculine
androgyny” of kabbalah, Ladin maintains that such an internal duality remains intact following
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the creation of Eve, rather than a “fall” into bodies of a single sex that no longer reflects the
divine androgyne.141
Such an interpretation is promising for gender fluidity and the erosion of binary, however
it raises questions as to the role of the feminine. Certainly there is textual evidence to say there is
a presence of femaleness in the male, but is there similar evidence for maleness in the female,
without a complementary narrative instance of “male” being created out of “female”? Could this
fall victim to the same conclusion that Levinas ultimately reaches, that male and female are equal
as long as they are in the male, but femininity by itself and as it manifests in a woman is inferior?
It is certainly important to consider Ladin’s approach, which is much more metaphorical and
framed around the truths of the text that resonate with her personal experience, without her
presumption that such truths are universally applicable. However, for such a promising assertion
as masculinity and femininity being present within all men to hold water in a theoretical
egalitarian reconstruction of the text, such implications must be explored.

Differentiation
23 And the [adam] said: ‘This is now bone of my
bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called [isha],
because she was taken out of [ish].'

 ּו ָבשָר, ז ֹּאת ַה ַפעַם ֶעצֶם ֵמ ֲע ָצמַי, הָָאדָ ם,כג וַי ֹּאמֶר
.ז ֹּאת- כִי ֵמאִיש ֻל ְּקחָה,ִמ ְּבש ִָרי; לְּז ֹּאת יִק ֵָרא ִאשָה

In the verse immediately after isha is created, God brings her to adam. Adam, now
considered to be definitively a singular male human in most interpretations, immediately
responds with his first documented speech in the text.142 In the first half of his speech, he
acknowledges the similarities between himself and the new being, before using the passive future
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tense to predict that she shall be called isha (woman) in relation to the word he assigns to
himself, ish (man).
As Jewish literarature scholar Yiskah Rosenfeld highlights in her essay, “You Take
Lilith, I’ll Take Eve,” one of the defining features of the second chapter adam is hir ability to
name things, a privilege isha is not granted until her interaction with the serpent.143 Rosenfeld
sees the phrase zot ha-pa’am ()זאת הפעם, “this time,” at the beginning of the verse as adam
differentiating isha from his previous relationship with Lilith, whom he did not see as kin.144 I
would suggest that it is also possible that “this time” refers back to the other times in which God
brought animals to adam to be named. After God determines that it is not good for adam to be
alone, Ze creates the land and air animals and brings them to adam “to see what [ze] would call
them.” This process of naming is linked textually to the prospect of finding an ezer k’negdo, a
companion, as Gen. 2:20 suggests, “and the [adam] gave names to all [the animals]… but for
adam there was not found a[n ezer k’negdo].” However, when God brings isha to adam, the first
thing adam says is an acknowledgement of their similarity. Both God and adam understood
God’s bringing isha to adam as a continuation of the process of naming creatures and evaluating
them for their ability to alleviate adam’s isolation. The exclamation offered by adam is
answering the unspoken question by God, “is this a suitable companion?” It can be concluded
from his language that adam’s understanding of ezer k’negdo is a being that is “bone of [his]
bones, flesh of [his] flesh.”
It is also important to note that I use the word “bone” because it is the most common
translation, however it is not the only possible meaning of the Hebrew. The word etzem, here
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translated as bone, can also mean “essence” or “substance,” something that goes much deeper
than a shared bone extracted from one and built into the other. Furthermore, the word commonly
translated as “flesh” is basar, which also can refer to meat, the body itself, and blood/kindred
relations.145 As the basar part of adam’s exclamation is decisively linked to the physical body,
etzem must refer to something slightly different, just as dmut and tselem provide different angles
from which to understand the relationship between the human and the divine. In this utterance,
the adam acknowledges first and foremost the intangible essence that he and the isha share, then
he immediately follows with a recognition of sameness in body. The text asserts that man and
woman are, essentially, the same.
Another point made by the NET Biblical commentators is that, unlike the animals that he
named, the adam does not necessarily name the isha.146 He says that “she will be called isha,”
using a future passive tense rather than a present or future first person (“I call her isha”). The
only person he names in this utterance is himself, “from ish she was taken,” perhaps because he
has just seen himself for the first time as reflected in his new companion. Later, when
distinctions are drawn between the two of them and hierarchy introduced, she shall be isha, the
marked other. Of course, such an interpretation only works when one reads adam and ish as
referring to the same being; the fact that the adam refers to the ish in the third person could
imply a distinction between the two, perhaps signifying ish as the broader male gender role
rather than the specific character of adam.
The relationship of the adam and isha is yet unknown, beyond the three details already
discussed: that isha is an ezer k’negdo to adam, which adam understands as the two sharing the
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same body and essence, and the two have different labels: ish and isha. Unlike zachar u’nekeva,
the words ish and isha are not linked to any anatomical details or etymologically-determined
behavior (such as being “pierced”). As such, the range of interpretation swings a lot wider. Some
focus on the preposition “m” in etzem m’etzmi and “m’ish lukecha-zot” (from ish she was taken)
which in its simplest form means “from.” Bal argues that “‘taken from’ does not mean ‘made out
of’ but ‘taken away from’ in the sense of ‘differentiated from.’… [God] made [isha] and [ish] by
separating the one from the other.”147 Such a division is not unequal, or one of progenitor and
successor, but rather simultaneous and egalitarian.
Those who do translate it more traditionally as isha having her origin in ish take different
approaches. Adler argues that this is further evidence of her assertion that Genesis 2 is the
creation of sexism and androcentrism, pointing out that the text’s failure to acknowledge that
isha is included in the adam (meaning humanity) gives isha significance only as far as she relates
to adam: “derived from adam, contrasted to him and possessed by him, a construction designed
to meet his specifications.”148 Adler could also draw on the inequality of the speech act itself, as
he is given the power to express himself and relate to others while she is (for now) denied a
voice and narrative agency. Rosenfeld agrees that adam’s “take on the event of Eve’s birth” is
“his biased interpretation… viewing her with ownership (bone of my bones), as much a parent or
brother as a lover.”149 In naming her according to the name he gives himself, “he names her as
his mirror, isha to his ish, not necessarily as inferior, but as barely other. Her name is an
affirmation of his own identity rather than an acknowledgment of hers.”150
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This last point is additionally interesting, as a number of scholars have mentioned the
ambiguity of the prescribed relationship roles within which the two humans fit. They have
referred to the dynamic as parent and child, brother and sister, twin siblings, and even lovers.151
Bal even jokes about the awkwardness of suggesting familial ties between lovers, in her
argument that “The man is, then, not the parent from whom the woman is born, as another
obvious reading would have it, but, if we stick to these inappropriate family metaphors, rather,
her brother. He is the son of ha-adam, she, the daughter.”152 If one takes a semiotic approach
following Bal’s example, by which elements of the story do not exist until they are stated in the
text, then the discomfort facing scholars at describing this relationship is precisely because it
does not even exist yet. There have not yet been any generations by which children are born and
brother/sister and parent/child relationships as a concept can be formed. And while scholars
blush at suggesting the ish and isha are like siblings, because they realize they are insinuating
incest, they ignore the fact that the two have not established an explicitly romantic or sexual
relationship at this point either.
According to Ladin’s analysis, the adam of Chapter 2 may have been initially sexed as a
male, but was certainly not gendered. Gender is created when the adam first speaks to his new
companion. In this utterance, the adam recognizes that, unlike the other animals that God had
presented to him up to this point, isha is primarily like him. But also, like a little boy seeing his
sister naked for the first time, he has to explain the difference he sees in front of him.
Using this instance as a jumping-off point, Ladin describes gender as a construction by which
“human beings… make sense of our selves [sic] and world by sorting messy, constantly
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changing phenomena into the neat either/ors of binary categories.”153 Additionally, as she writes
in an earlier work,
Gender, then, is not a matter of bodies or even souls; as Adam recognizes when he first
sees Eve, gender is a way of relating to others that enables us to feel like ourselves. To
the extent that gender grows out of relationships, even within the categories of ‘male’ and
‘female,’ our genders are fluid, shifting in nuance and emphasis as we move in and out of
contact with people we know and need in different ways.154
Adam’s speech act and the subsequent creation of gender along the lines of similarity and
difference, Ladin argues, is not an assertion of power, but rather the opposite. His loneliness is so
great that “he happily sacrifices what we would now think of as the ultimate male privilege: the
privilege of seeing himself as the definition and epitome of humanity.”155 This argument
emphasizes companionship and collaboration above domination.
The Creation of Gender Roles
2:24 Therefore shall [an ish] leave his father and his
mother, and shall cleave unto his [isha], and they shall
be one flesh.

אִּמֹו; וְּדָ בַק- ְּואֶת,ָאבִיו- אֶת,אִיש- י ַ ֲעזָב,כֵן-כד עַל
. ְּוהָיּו ְּל ָבשָר ֶאחָד,ְּב ִאשְּתֹו

Following the adam’s establishment of similarity and difference, Gen 2:24 makes the
first explicitly prescriptive statement, not just within adam’s own life but on future generations.
Most translate the word ishto (male singular possessive of the word isha) as “his wife,” though
such a distinction is, historically speaking, incorrect, as “the whole use of the term ‘marriage’ in
connection to the Bible is somewhat problematic as the terms and concepts were clearly different
then our own… translating ‘his wife’ or ‘her husband’ is… bringing in a lot of baggage that
might not have been there.”156 Scholars such as Meyers and Ladin disagree on whether Gen. 2:24
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is a continuation of adam’s speech or a return to the detached narrative voice. Wherever they
land on this issue has a profound impact on the verse’s implications. One describes the words of
a human who was created less than a chapter ago and is still making sense of himself, and as
such certainly capable of being incorrect, making assumptions, and speaking partial truths. The
other is, scripturally speaking, the literal words of God given to Moses on Mt. Sinai. For the
narration to make such a claim, it is not merely an etiology or even a prediction of the future, but
rather efficacious speech; the very fact of its utterance makes the words it contains so. Scholars’
interpretations are thus greatly influenced by their assumptions of the verse’s speaker.
Meyers interprets the speaker as the divine narrator, and translates ishto as “his wife.”
She asserts that:
In the ideal world of Eden, male and female complement each other…a relationship
aspect of the first couple’s existence brings [the] chapter to a close. Verse 24 declares, in
a world not yet witness to childbirth or parenthood, that a couple’s union supersedes the
parent-child relationship. The conjugal bond rather than the parental bond is given
priority. Only in marriage are male and female complementary parts of the whole, for the
parent-child relationship is an intrinsically hierarchical one in a way that the wifehusband one is not.157
According to Wolfson, the kabbalists shared Meyers’ understanding of the verse’s speaker. They
see it as a projection of behavior onto all men, whereby a man’s ultimate heterosexual pairing in
“one flesh” will restore to his soul the female part that went missing when humans were
separated along male/female lines. Otherwise stated, “the original androgyne…is imperfect until
it yields a division of the sexes… [thus] the goal of sexual desire from the male’s point of view is
to restore the part of him that was amputated…. the passage [Zohar 1:49a-b] gives voice to the
belief that coitus ontologically, and not just functionally, is a masculinization of the female--they
will be one flesh.”158 That is, the physical act of heterosexual coitus is not the only blurring of
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the female and male, but that there is a larger symbolic whole created when the two beings unite
as a form of spiritual restoration of the missing half.
In apparent agreement with the sense of “amputation” that the abstract male experiences,
Adler suggests that the narrative echoes feminist object-relations psychology. She writes:
These theorists view the primal severing of identification with mother as the precipitating
event in the construction of oppositional masculine identity. Because the man did not
differentiate by learning to regard woman as another independent subject with whom
interrelation is possible, he both craves and fears the infantile merger that would heal his
estrangement by obliterating his autonomy. He seeks to resolve his dilemma by annexing
and reincorporating the other, obliterating her independent selfhood.159
Adler’s interpretation emphasizes the male focus of the Zoharic exegesis, arguing that it is not
simply a case of both men and women seeking to restore their other half through heterosexual
relations, but rather a central conflict of the man who has gained his power through
differentiation from the female and now must face reunion in order to fully annex the other.
Alternatively, those who see adam as the speaker in 2:24 can consider anthropopathism
in their interpretation of the text that they might consider irreverent or inappropriate if applied to
the deity. For example, Rosenfeld views verses 23 and 24 as adam “making his own midrash on
his desired relationship with this new woman… he envisions woman and man as intertwined, not
fully separate—the man will ‘cleave’ to her and they will become ‘one flesh.’ This has a certain
unhealthy quality to our therapy-trained ears—red neon signs flashing ‘codependency.’”160 Ladin
offers a similar reading that the verse is adam “imagin[ing] a future with gender-based
relationships that affirm that despite their differences, men and women are ‘one flesh.’” She
continues:
In Adam’s vision, the gender binary is the root from which not just romantic relationships
and family but human history, imagined here as a series of conflicts between loyalty to
159
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parents and heterosexual attachments, grows. To express gender’s rapidly multiplying
ramifications, Adam adds two new binaries, ‘father/mother’ and ‘husband/wife,’ to the
original association of male/female and man/woman, expanding the gender binary into a
means of naming fundamental reproductive and intergenerational relationships.161
This passage suggests that what is established in the verse immediately following the creation of
gender is much more pronounced than its predecessor: gender-based relationships, sexual
reproduction (whereas previously there was just sexual dimorphism), generations over time, the
notions of loyalty and intimacy… the implications multiply beyond the extent of adam’s
imagination. Ladin identifies many modern consequences of adam’s speech act, naming
inequalities that have emerged for women, queers, and transfolk based off of the presumption of
the intrinsic nature of reproductive, heterosexual attachment along a fixed sex/gender binary. She
concludes, however, “though male-centered and heteronormative (assuming that all people will
be heterosexual), Adam’s notion of gender here is still relatively benign, a means of establishing
personal and family relationships rather than economic, political, or social hierarchies.”162 That
is, while the implications may be devastating, adam’s intentions were merely a fantasy for
continuing kinship based on equality and similarity rather than the restrictive, hierarchyreinforcing system to which such a fantasy would lead.
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Genesis 3
If Chapters 1 and 2 of Genesis have the potential for debate over their egalitarian
potential, Chapter 3 leaves little room for questioning the hierarchy that the end of the narrative
establishes. At this point, rather than trying to explain away the inequality through alternative
translations of the Hebrew or unconventional readings of the text, many scholars understand the
third chapter as a reflection of “reality,” in an attempt to reconcile the hierarchical modern world
with the questionably-egalitarian utopia created in the beginning of the narrative.
Isha and Agency
Gen 3:4 And the serpent said unto the woman: 'Ye
shall not surely die;
5 for God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof, then
your eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as God,
knowing good and evil.'
6 And when the woman saw that the tree was good for
food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that the
tree was to be desired to make one wise, she took of the
fruit thereof, and did eat; and she gave also unto her
[ish] with her, and he did eat.
7 And the eyes of them both were opened, and they
knew that they were naked; and they sewed fig-leaves
together, and made themselves girdles.

 תְּ מֻתּון,מֹות- ֹלא: ָה ִאשָה- אֶל,וַי ֹּאמֶר ַהנָחָש. ד
 ְּונִ ְּפקְּחּו, כִי בְּיֹום ֲא ָכ ְּלכֶם ִמּמֶנּו, י ֹּדֵ ַע אֱֹלהִים,ה כִי
. טֹוב ו ָָרע, י ֹּדְּ עֵי, כֵאֹלהִים,עֵינֵיכֶם; ִו ְּהי ִיתֶ ם
הּוא-ו וַתֵ ֶרא ָה ִאשָה כִי טֹוב ָהעֵץ ְּל ַמ ֲאכָל ְּוכִי תַ ֲאוָה
, וַתִ קַח ִמפ ְִּריֹו,שכִיל
ְּ  ְּונֶ ְּחמָד ָהעֵץ ְּל ַה,ָל ֵעינַי ִם
. וַי ֹּאכַל, ְּלאִישָּה ִעּמָּה-וַת ֹּאכַל; וַתִ תֵ ן גַם
;ֵירּמִם הֵם
ֻ  כִי ע, ַוי ֵדְּ עּו,שנֵיהֶם
ְּ  עֵינֵי,ז וַתִ ָפ ַק ְּחנָה
. ַויַעֲשּו ָלהֶם חֲג ֹּר ֹּת,ַוי ִתְּ פְּרּו ֲעלֵה תְּ ֵאנָה

Yiskah Rosenfeld in particular has focused on the scene with the isha163and the snake as
part of a feminist attempt to “[embrace] the character of Eve,” peppering her analysis with
midrashim which she then orients around the isha’s perspective.164 She situates her analysis in
one detail from the previous chapter: the fact that the adam was able to name isha (and all of the
animals), yet she does not speak until the snake asks her a question in Chapter 3. She
conjectures, “If anything held Eve down, then, it was not being created from Adam’s rib—it was
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being denied the greatest commodity in the creation story, speech… she is [not] given the option
to use language to rename herself, and thus develop her own identity.”165 Following this line of
thought, the argument that adam’s recognition of the isha is one of kinship and thus
unproblematic for women would still fall flat, as the two are still unequally valued so long as
adam has the power to speak, what’s more, to create gender itself, while isha remains a subject
of the adam’s speech.
Rosenfeld sees this silence not as a sign of passivity or lack of intelligence, but rather the
impetus for the agency the isha demonstrates in her conversation with the serpent. Having been
denied speech as a means of self-discovery, Rosenfeld “can imagine her left alone, bursting with
curiosity and imagination, exploring the peripheries of the garden, delving into the mystery of
forbidden and secret, far from center stage. How else could she have run into a character like the
serpent?”166 Rosenfeld supplements this theory with rabbinical midrashim which seek to explain
why isha was alone when interacting with the serpent, or alternatively, where was adam?
According to Genesis Rabbah 19:3, “Abba bar Guria said: He had engaged in intercourse
[literally: done according to his nature] and fallen asleep,” and later on in an alternative theory,
“At that time the Holy One was taking him around the entire world, saying to him: Here is a
place fit for planting trees, here is a place fit for sowing cereals.”167 Rosenfeld sees both of these
midrashim as “suggest[ing] to an even greater degree the loneliness with Eve,” arguing that
“God deliberately excludes her, as if learning how to live off the earth is ‘a guy thing.’ Although
it is a better excuse than falling asleep after sex, we are left once again with a picture of Eve as
lonely and left out.”168 In one case the sexual needs of the isha are secondary to that of the adam,
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and in the other, the isha continues to be excluded from the process of creation through God’s
teaching of agricultural techniques only to the adam.
The conversation with the serpent then takes on added significance, as a being who
engages directly with isha in a way that she has never experienced before. It asks her questions
and waits for her response, but is also offering her “the chance to spread her intellectual and
creative wings,” to be Godlike through eating of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.169
Rosenfeld reframes the entire scene around the process of isha’s self-discovery, suggesting that
the fruit is actually a “beaut[iful] and irresistib[le]… ripe, round question,” given to “an
independent, thinking person who has never been asked to voice her opinion on anything, to
assess information, to make a decision.”170 Moreover for the serpent’s offer to include
knowledge on the level of the divine, “how could [the rabbis] not help but be proud, and a bit
jealous, of the one who desires above all else not sex, not immortality, but wisdom?”171
Rosenfeld concludes that isha’s choice is not a product of stupidity or naiveté, as many have
suggested, but an intelligent one, as evidenced in her evaluation of the merits of the tree in
Genesis 3:6. Meyers echoes Rosenfeld’s praise for the agency isha demonstrates in her quest for
wisdom, pointing out:
It is the woman, and not the man, who perceives the desirability of procuring wisdom.
The woman, again not the man, is the articulate member of the first pair who engages in
dialogue even before the benefits of the wisdom tree have been procured… the close
connection between woman and wisdom in the Bible is surely present in the creation
narrative, although it is hardly limited to the beginning of Genesis.172
Mieke Bal interprets what exactly it means to be Godlike though eating from the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil. She focuses on the word hada’at, “knowledge,” which shares
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the root (ע-ד- )יof the verb meaning “to know,” the biblical word used to describe sexual
intercourse. She argues that within the knowledge obtained by the tree, one understands hir own
mortality (as God warned that they will “surely die”) as well as becoming Godlike (as the serpent
suggests) through the immortality of sexual reproduction that lets one live on in the blood of hir
descendants.173 Although the contemplation of such knowledge is another essay entirely, it is
interesting to note the interplay between the image/likeness of God in which humans are created
in Gen 1:26-27, and the option of being “like God, knowing good and evil” that happens two
chapters later. Perhaps it would suggest that the “image” in Chapter 1 cannot refer to an
understanding of morality. By extension the possibility for abuse between the human creatures
also does not exist until the acquisition of knowledge of good and evil, of discerning moral
behavior. Adam’s fantasies might have established categories, but they could not become
heterosexist patriarchy until he ate from the fruit.
Consequences: The Creation of Hierarchy
Gen. 3:16 Unto the woman He said: 'I will greatly
multiply thy pain and thy travail; in pain thou shalt
bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to thy
[ish], and he shall rule over thee.' {S}
17 And unto Adam He said: 'Because thou hast
hearkened unto the voice of thy [isha], and hast eaten
of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying: Thou
shalt not eat of it; cursed is the ground for thy sake; in
toil shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy life.
18 Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee;
and thou shalt eat the herb of the field.
19 In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread, till
thou return unto the ground; for out of it wast thou
taken; for dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou
return.'
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Genesis 3:16 has been regarded as one of the most “troublesome,” “disturbing,” and
“grim,” verses for feminists in the Hebrew Bible, widely interpreted as “legitimating male
supremacy and female subordination.”174 It contains the infamous curses against the isha and
adam, whereby isha (and presumably, all women after her) is supposedly condemned to
subordination to her male counterpart and pain during childbirth, while adam is burdened with
painful labor. Though many feminists have stayed clear of the topic precisely because of its grim
outlook for an attempt at reading gender equality into the Torah, others have sought more
creative approaches that change the meanings of the curses or even the notion of curses itself.
As briefly mentioned earlier, one common explanation for the curses of 3:16-19 is that
they are merely a “depiction of reality,” an etiology to explain humanity’s departure from the
idyllic fantasy land of Eden and into the hierarchical, painful, labor-filled world that is more
familiar to the modern reader.175 Ladin sees this verse as “magnify[ing] the consequences of
being male and being female… transform[ing] binary gender from a means of establishing
intimate relations into a system of oppression, in which social roles, privilege and power are
unequally divided on the basis of maleness and femaleness.”176 Yet, despite the creation of such
a system, Ladin has hope: she argues that the fact that the curses negatively affect both adam and
isha “hints that there could and should be a better form of gender,” echoing Adler’s sentiments
that “the redemptive truth offered by this grim depiction is that patriarchal social relations
construct a world that cries out to be mended.”177
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Bal argues that the verse is not a curse at all, but rather an oracle given by the deity of the
humans’ lives now that they have the knowledge of good and evil. She emphasizes that the word
for labor, itzvon ( )עצבוןis used both to describe isha’s experience with childbirth and with
adam’s experience working the land for food. Furthermore, isha’s desire for her ish is the last
thing that is mentioned, despite being “the precondition for pregnancy,” which Bal argues
“suggests that the relation of domination comes up as an afterthought, judged less important,
perhaps less fatal, than the pain of labor.”178 She then references Oosten and Moyer’s suggestion
that the admittedly ill-fitting phrase in Genesis 4:7, “and unto you [shall be] his desire / and you
shall rule over him” is actually misplaced text that was supposed to be part of God’s speech to
the woman.179 This reading could suggest a more egalitarian relationship between the two gender
roles in which ruling over the other implies not hierarchy but something else, perhaps protection
or care, etc. Though the interpretation is fairly radical, Bal concludes that their point is
interesting but not strictly relevant to her reading, for “the relations between the sexes are fixed
in terms of the semantic axes of fertility and domination, and are, as such, arbitrary. Fertility
necessitates labor, and domination presupposes desire as its precondition. Power and domination
establish the organization of social life, while, more specifically, the distribution of roles in
reproduction, where woman produces children and man, food, organizes work.”180 In other
words, the distinctions between the isha and the adam in the curses are arbitrary, as implied
within both are desire, fertility, and labor, and as such the concept of domination is merely an
abstraction of the needs of social organization.
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Meyers takes a more semantic approach to the text, going word by word to problematize
traditional translations through a comparison of the words’ other uses in the Tanach and her deep
understanding of Ancient Israelite society. She argues that what is increased for “the archetypal
woman” in 3:16 is not the amount of pain one undergoes in childbirth, but rather the two
independent notions of labor and pregnancy.181 Thus she presents the reader with the following
translation:
I will greatly increase your toil and your pregnancies182
(Along) with travail shall you beget children183
She defends this interpretation by explaining that the word typically translated as “childbirth,”
heron, functions more frequently as a description of pregnancy, noting that in much Biblical
writing the act of coitus and the moment of conception are closely linked. She additionally
suggests that itzvon, in both humans’ curses, definitively refers to physical labor.184 Thus what is
increased is the quantity of pregnancies and labor as independent factors. Furthermore, the fact
that pregnancies and labor are increasing logically implies that they existed already in the
Garden of Eden, which is supported in part by the creation of adam to work the land (Gen 2:5).
She adds that the phrase tel’di banim, despite often meaning the act of childbirth, in this verb
tense and context actually refers to the “more abstract notion of becoming a parent, of having
children,” a non-sex-binary-specific act.185
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After a continued analysis of the following lines, deemed too complicated to easily offer
a single translation, Meyers summarizes:
Women have to work hard and have many children, as lines 1 and 2 proclaim; their
reluctance to conform, which is not explicitly stated but can be reconstructed by looking
at the biological and socioeconomic realities of ancient Palestine, had to be overcome.
Lines 3 and 4 tell us how: female reluctance is overcome by the passion they feel toward
their men, and that allows them to accede to the males’ sexual advances even though they
realize that undesired pregnancies (with the accompanying risks) might be the
consequence.186
To rephrase her argument in modern terms, the struggle facing Israelite women at the end of
Genesis 3 is simply one of family planning in light of a healthy sex life, a challenge familiar to
many working class families who do not have easy access to birth control.
Granted, it is only heterosexual partners that this situation presumes to describe, and with
the explicit mention of desire in the text, there is not an easy way to work around the sexual
implications for the archetypes. However, Meyers’ suggestion that the women might foster
sentiments of resistance towards their roles as child-bearers and passive/compliant sexual
partners hints at feminist theorist Adrienne Rich’s notion of “compulsory heterosexuality,”
which holds that heterosexuality functions as a tool by which women are systematically denied
full participation in society, the home, and even their own bodies.187 Despite dissatisfaction with
the restrictions they face, the power of compulsory heterosexuality is that it is able to keep
women dependent upon men by imposing sexual desire for their partners.
The Naming of Chava
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The character of the isha is only completed, according to Bal, once she receives her
name: Chava, or in English, Eve. She translates Chava as “the mother of all living,”
(alternatively: “living one” or “live giver”) highlighting that in the Hebrew Bible, “naming is a
meaningful act meant to establish the relation between the character and its main feature.”188 Bal
contends that through his name, adam is forever connected to the earth, adama, being formed out
of it and eventually returning to it (Gen 3:19), and moreover that upon receiving her name, Eve
realizes her role in the “climax of the creation.”189 Bal further extrapolates the shared creative
powers of Eve and the deity through the presence of the vav heh at the end of both names,
claiming, “the fact that she is appointed as the future creator/provider of ‘all living,’ may well be
signified in the resemblance between her name and [God’s].” 190 Though God did all of the
creating up to this point, through her prescription to the role of motherhood Eve is now burdened
with doing the future creating. She clarifies that “this argument is not meant to imply a female
superiority but a functional analogy between the two creative forces.”191
Regardless of Meyers’ interpretations which make increased labor and reproduction less
dependent upon specific sex and gender categories, the issue of compulsory heterosexuality
remains a lingering barrier to full inclusivity. I am inclined to agree with Adler and Ladin in their
assertion that the curses impose the recognizable hierarchies of today, possibly as a result of the
ability to discern evil that the adam and isha gained from eating the fruit of the tree.
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Conclusion
The task now becomes making sense of the many different theories and approaches to
evaluating the Genesis narratives for their egalitarian potential vis-à-vis the gender binary. Are
there any approaches that are truly unproblematic? I identify the following as necessary obstacles
for any analysis to overcome in order to conclude that their reading allows for a fully inclusive
reading:
1. Gender hierarchy, by which the symbolic (yet constantly changing) category of
male is systematically privileged over that of the symbolic category of female.
2. Heteronormativity, by which heterosexuality is the presumed nature of human
desire and the only acceptable type of sexual behavior.
3. Sex and gender binaries, by which the two binaries are presumed to correspond to
one another and are constructed based on binary understandings of the
manifestations of sex characteristics
Many of the readings address one or two of these categories, but very few satisfactorily
address all three. Yet, all three relate to each other in inseparable ways. If one concludes, as
Adler and Meyers do, that the original humans were sexually differentiated along the sex binary
and such a difference implies sexual pairing, then it is all too easy to conclude that
heterosexuality is part of the natural human condition. Besides the power dynamic that many
feminists argue is a part of any heterosexual act, embedded in other side of that conclusion is that
to be non-heterosexual or not fall easily into the sex binary excludes one from being human.
While it is certainly a valid approach to the text, it cannot be touted as liberatory for women,
queers, and transfolk.
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While navigating away from the issue of heterosexuality, Ladin still argues that the first
manifestation of humans as sexed along a binary. Here one must tread very carefully, as the
wording of this issue can make or break its inclusive potential. If one is referring to the original
humans as created in one of two (and only two) sexes, the sexes being fixed and essential
categories, then such a reading excludes intersex individuals and falls flat. However, if one is
arguing that the first humans fell into our modern construction of male or female sexes (as most
people today do), yet were not archetypical, they are merely individuals in a story whose sexual
characteristics are just another detail about their characters. Additionally, one could go a step
further with the discussion of sex, as Ladin ultimately concludes that humans were created
sexually dimorphic. This would mean having a range of sexual characteristics that typically
swing to one end or another of a binary, yet still have the possibility to land in between for any
of a number of primary or secondary sex characteristics. Such readings allow for bodies outside
the sex binary to exist and still be a part of what is human.
How does one marry this framework of interpretation with the text, if it is even possible?
Some would argue that it is not, as the text was written in a time when sex, gender, and
heterosexuality where not named categories of analysis but rather unquestioned aspects of life.
Boyarin argues that insistence on sexual dimorphism can lead to a “recognition of sexual
intercourse as pleasure for both male and female, of the value of the female body in
reproduction, indeed of reproduction itself,” which “seems fated always to imprison women
within a biological role.” Alternatively, the “transcendence” from sexed bodies “seems always to
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be predicated on a denigration of the body and the achievement of a male-modeled androgyny, a
masculine neutral,” which inevitably reintroduces the problem of gender hierarchy.192
The first major snare in an inclusive reading of the text is that of zachar u’nekeva, which
as previously discussed (p.15), is understood in Hebrew as possessing a penis (zachar) and of
being pierced or penetrated (nekeva). Most scholars see this as tying the bodies to sex
characteristics (rather than the less bodily-rooted ish and isha), as well as a passive sex role on
the part of the female. Lev Fornari and Bach’s readings of the phrase as a merism seems to
dodge this issue of linking two essential sexes to sexual behavior, arguing that humanity was
created along a full spectrum of sex and sexual manifestations. It then could be as Lev Fornari
describes, “male through female,” where at one extreme is a (possibly penetrative?) male193 and
the other is a female who chooses to engage in penetrative sex, yet anything in between is also
valid. Or it could be as Bach argues, that to be human is bound up in both zachar and nekeva,
and that by extension each person possesses both the potential to penetrate and to be penetrated,
which goes back to Adler’s original description of sexuality of “overriding physical and
emotional boundaries.”194 Going even further, if one reads zachar as standalone genitalia which
is not engaging in sexual behavior, the spectrum could instead consist of asexuality being at one
extreme and at the other, a person whose sexual behavior is a defining part of their identity as is
the case with nekeva. The key aspect for inclusion in the text is that the vav constitutes a
spectrum, and that what is explicitly mentioned is not all that there is.
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As for Chapter 2 of Genesis, there are a number of potentially liberatory approaches.
Instead of reading the adam character as a male who was given a female to help him, Ladin reads
it as a sexed male who was lonely and required kin. In the process of distinguishing himself from
his other, the adam created gender, with its network of complicated social roles and relations
which were not, at the outset, hierarchical. This has the potential to address the issue of
primogeniture, as long as adam signifies a sexually diverse range of human existence as manifest
in one symbolic being. In such a reading, another being is created from the first being’s etzem
(body and essence). This describes a non-sex-differentiated process of reproduction. Gender is
consequently a human creation as a means of navigating relationships with others of the same
essence, as Ladin suggests, which informs not only romantic/sexual partners but also
intergenerational relationships.
A sex-and-gender-inclusive exegesis of Chapter 3 can be achieved by synthesizing
elements different scholars’ interpretations. If knowing good and evil consists of the ability to
instigate hierarchy and exploit other people, perhaps the curses of Genesis 3:16-19 are as Bal
says, not actually curses, but efficacious speech. Because of the potential to exploit, God
predicts, the gender categories that were “relatively benign” in Chapter 2 now become sites of
inequality.195 Henceforth, members of the gender “woman” will experience unfair reproductive
burdens, compulsive heterosexuality, and systematic oppression by the gender “man.” Though
less oppressive, men too suffer under this new social order, confined to the role of breadwinner
through unpleasant labor.
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The outline for inclusive exegesis I suggest allows for the preservation of core theories of
gender today: that gender and sex are socially constructed hierarchies around which certain
socialized sexual preferences and arbitrary hierarchies develop. It upholds that the gender binary
and heteronormative patriarchy are not essential to human nature or the will of God, but rather
the product of the introduction of evil to human minds. The damage done by the gender binary is
a product of the capability for exploitation that humans have learned, yet the knowledge of moral
goodness simultaneously creates a space for such evils to be combatted.
Is there a place for gender in our society, as there was before hierarchy was introduced
and humans were thrown out of the Garden of Eden? Or has gender been irreconcilably tainted
by patriarchy? As Ladin concludes, what does it mean for our conceptualization of God if gender
and hierarchy are not included in the “image” in which humans were created? Is a “trans
theology” possible, by which “we try to look past sex and gender, bodies and binaries, to
understand what in humanity reflects the image of God”?196 These questions may serve as a
starting point as we try to imagine a past and a future without the gender binary.
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